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Abstract of Thesis Entitled: Consuming Designer Fashion in Hong Kong 
Designer fashion enjoy the status of a fetish commodity in Hong Kong, 
with designer boutiques lining busy streets and a strong interest for latest 
designs from top European fashion houses among various people, from tai-
tais, ordinary housewives, professionals to students. Although sales went 
down noticeably during the economic downturn in the precious years, the 
appeal of designer fashion has remained. Top international labels have 
intensified their presence in the territory, looking upon Hong Kong as a key 
market for their luxury fashion items due to strong demand from the affluent 
local population. This thesis looks into the cultural meanings of the product 
of capitalism that grips the attention of many, though not all, Hong Kong 
people. It is believed that designer fashion owes its appeal not really to the 
so-called high quality fabric or superb cutting commonly touted for 
expensive clothes but the symbols for personal distinction culturally 
associated with the pricey goods. Good clothes are seen as an integral part 
of a good life, and like elsewhere, they serve as a status symbol. But they 
carry a much higher value particularly in Hong Kong, an advanced 
capitalistic society where material goods are imbued with meanings and 
symbols that highlight differences between people. Customers are drawn to 
the various cultural symbols embedded in the goods they buy. The status-
conscious derive a sense of distinction from label clothes, differentiating 
themselves from those who are much less conscious and knowledgeable 
about brand names. Hong Kong appears to be an egalitarian society with 
fluid class boundaries and ample opportunities for social mobility, but there 
remains a strong cultural emphasis on social status. And designer fashion 
contributes largely to this thriving status-seeking game, as consumers 
acquire a superior status for themselves through being part of the world of 
designer fashion. 
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Chapter I Introduction 
Since the 1970s, rapid economic development in Hong Kong has led to the 
rise of an increasingly affluent class whose lifestyles and consumption patterns are 
distinctly different from the much more impoverished period of the 1950s and 1960s， 
when most people had little cash at their disposal. In particular, the consumption of 
clothing is notable among this expanding group of ready shoppers. 
Up until the late 1960s, Chinese women and men in Hong Kong were mostly 
clad in traditional, Chinese-style outfits, predominantly cheongsam, that is widely 
seen as a symbol for oriental femininity, or samfU (loose fitting trousers and either a 
tunic or jacket as an upper garment), when Western fashion trends had yet to take root 
among the local community. Western-style cheongsam featuring variations to the 
length of the side-slits which became longer and more revealing, or bias-cutting that 
put more emphasis on the waistline (Clark 1999) were modelled by actresses in 
movies or other social figures, but fashion in the sense of catching up with seasonal 
styles originating from fashion capitals in the world were not uppermost in people's 
mind. It was only from the 1970s that shopping for "fashionable clothes" became a 
common consumption activity in Hong Kong. 
Nowadays, the desire to be fashionable is prevalent in Hong Kong. Heavily 
influenced by Western fashion styles, shoppers of various socio-economic 
backgrounds are commonly aware of and drawn to big-name labels, although not 
everyone buys them. A notable difference between the consumption patterns of today 
and those of earlier decades is the high level of consumer interest in designer labels, 
particularly the established ones from Europe. 
This trend is accentuated by the media too, as newspapers and lifestyle 
magazines have, in the past few years, provided daily coverage of brand name 
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clothing worn by show business figures and other personalities. The three top-selling 
newspapers, Apple Daily, the Sun (a newly-launched tabloid) and the Oriental Daily 
run daily coverage on high society events and not least importantly, highlight the 
latest designs released by leading fashion houses. 
This thesis attempts to find out about the cultural meanings of designer fashion 
in a society like Hong Kong, where designer boutiques are a common sight, lining 
busy streets in popular shopping areas such as Causeway Bay, Tsim Sha Tsui, Central 
and Admiralty. Or to put it more precisely, this thesis seeks out the qualities and 
symbols attached to those clothes in Hong Kong that so attract shoppers, who put 
their considerations about the styles before the heavy price tags. 
There has been a sharp rise in per capita sales of clothing in general in the 
territory over the years (Table 1)，with an increase in the percentage of sales of label 
clothes among locals. Agents of leading fashion houses here are generally tight-lipped 
about their sales figures, but prominent retailers of designer items such as Joyce and 
the Swank Shop, as well as agents of Italian labels such as Versace, D&G and Versus, 
all point to a trend of more locals buying from them than tourists. 
Brand names are important to Hong Kong people, agrees Joyce's retail 
manager, Angele Mountricha. Having lived in the territory for 15 years, she has 
noticed a strong demand among local buyers for the latest styles, more so than in the 
Europe and North America and possibly even Japan. "People here are spending more 
on clothes than household items," she observed. In its web page on Hong Kong, the 
US-based Asia Society says people here tend to dress lavishly, with designer labels 
and with a lot of jewellery. "You will feel uncomfortable if your clothes are too 
plain，” it advises. (Asia Society 1999). 
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Hong Kong is a key market for European fashion in the region, second only to 
Japan. In the first half of 1998, it ranked 12th on the list of major export destinations 
for Italian clothing, knitwear and underwear, according to the Italian Trade 
Commission (Table 2)，while Japan ranked fifth，after the United Kingdom, USA, 
France and Germany. Japan and Hong Kong are still the two main Asian markets for 
women's clothing (Table 3). Export value of clothing for men during the same period 
was significantly lower，but both Japan and Hong Kong were the top Asian markets 
(Table 4). 
France comes after Italy as the second major clothing exporter for the SAR. A 
report produced in early 1999 by the French Trade Commission in the SAR for 
French traders identifies Hong Kong as an important player in the worldwide industry 
of clothing. In its description of the local market, it said designer label is an important 
consideration for buyers here in their choice of clothing because of the common 
association of brands or labels with guarantee of quality ("La griffe a une grande 
importance dans le choix des vetements, les marques etant souvent percues par les 
acheteurs comme un gage de qualite."). Not all Italian or French clothing sold in 
Hong Kong are designer clothing, yet they enjoy a superior standing over most other 
imported clothes, and the most popular labels tend to be from those two countries, 
especially Italy, with examples like Miu Miu, Prada，Versace and D&G. 
Designs of famous international brands have a dominating influence on fashion 
trends in Hong Kong (Lee 1999), and designer labels now enjoy the status of a 
fetishized commodity in Hong Kong, as reflected in widespread media reports on the 
latest creations from the world's top designers. Even shoppers who are not conscious 
about quality are attracted to the labels. Over the past two years a shopping trend has 
emerged which sees Hong Kong people going on shopping sprees to cross the border 
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decoration that bear a close resemblance to their main store in fashion capitals like 
Paris and Milan, and wider selection. 
So far at least seven famous labels have opened their own flagship stores in the 
territory, by spending huge sums of money on acquiring much larger space and 
enhancing interior design within an existing store. They include Givenchy, Louis 
Vuitton, Ralph Lauren, Hugo Boss, Moschino, Zucca (an up-and-coming label by 
Paris-based Japanese designer Akira Onozuka that used to be sold at the Joyce 
Boutique) and Chanel. The two-floor, 6,600 square-feet LV store in Landmark, 
Central, for example, attracted members of the press from Asia at its opening party in 
February, 1999. Widely reported was the fact that it has the same interior design as 
the main store in Paris, designed by the same New York architect who designed the 
Paris shop, and well-stocked with goods from the luxury brand. The Zucca store in 
Hong Kong, located in Tsim Sha Tsui's Harbour City, is the only one outside Paris 
and Tokyo to carry menswear. And the new-look, two-storey Chanel boutique at its 
old site in Central is described in its publicity material as a tranquil haven for ready-
to-wear fashion, casual wear and fine jewellery theme suits, a "complete Chanel 
universe". It contains two floors of shopping space including the specially designed, 
separate zones for shoes, accessories, clothes, watches and cosmetics. The two floors 
are connected by a curved mirrored staircase. 
There is no doubt that designer fashion has become a salient part of life in 
Hong Kong, being widely available at busy shopping areas and given much attention 
in social conversations and media reports. Consumers bought fewer brandnames 
during the Asian financial crisis in the past years, but their interest in such labels has 
not subsided. They are ready to dig deep into their pockets again now that the 
economy in the region including Hong Kong is recovering. 
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This thesis will try to give an account of why the expensive goods serving no 
real, important utilitarian function enjoy such prominent status in the territory. This 
includes identifying the type of special qualities that consumers see in them that cause 
them to want to spend, possibly, a large chunk of their income on. Equally important, 
this thesis will at the same time try to make sense of the great sensitivity among the 
shoppers towards latest trends and styles originating from Europe. The obviously 
prevailing idea in Hong Kong that treats being clad in trendy designer clothes as part 
of a desirable, fulfilling aspect of life is the key phenomenon covered by this thesis. 
But before going into detail about my research findings, the next chapter gives an 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Export of Clothing, Knitwear and Underwear from Italy 
(Januaiy - June 1998) 
Destination Billion in lira Change in % over 06/97 Percentage of total Tonnes 
Germany 2,354 -2 18.5 36.212 
France 1,333 10 10.5 21.134 
USA 1,283 22.6 10.1 8.664 
UK 832.9 11.9 6.6 7.301 
Japan 773 -16.8 6.1 7.077 
Switzerland 576.6 9.1 4.5 5.972 
Spain 547.6 8.1 4.3 6.19 
Holland 409 1.7 3.2 6.52 
Russia 382.9 88.1 3 6 
Belgium- 374.2 0.8 2.9 5.468 
Luxemburg 
Austria 305.6 -3 2.4 4.22 








Export of Women's Clothing From Italy (January - June 1998) 
Destination Tonnes Change in % over 06/97 % of total Billion in lira 
Germany 4.946 -6.9 22.4 465.079 
Japan 1.225 -16.7 5.6 388.549 
USA 1.613 14.2 7.3 378.597 
France 1.735 25.4 7.9 232.915 
UK 976 15.1 4.4 180.513 
Switzerland 947 -7.8 4.3 136.253 
Spain 894 -14.8 4.1 122.405 
Hong Kong 441 -30.9 2.0 119.742 
Source: Italian Trade Commission 
(Hong Kong Office) 
Table 4 
Export of Men's Clothing From Italy (January - June 1998) 
Destination Tonnes Change in % over 06/7 % of total Billion in lira 
Germany 5.456 -15.9 23.3 357.066 
USA 1.949 32.2 8.3 336.627 
France 1.643 -4.9 7 164.826 
UK 1.031 -3.4 4.4 150.649 
Switzerland 1.090 -4.6 4.6 131.062 
Japan 411 -26.5 1.8 110.667 
Holland 1.212 -7.1 5.2 76.818 
Spain 826 -1.4 3.5 65.703 
Belgium-Luxemburg 764 -5.1 3.3 60.885 
Hong Kong 230 -10.5 1 52.900 
Source: Italian Trade Commission 
(Hong Kong office) 
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Chapter 11 Literature Review-
Significance of studies of consumption 
Over the past two decades, consumption has become an important subject of 
study among social scientists including anthropologists. Its significance lies in the 
fact that it is a prominent feature in advanced capitalist societies (Bocock 1993, Miller 
1995 ), where commercialism has a great impact on people's choice of goods and 
lifestyles. No doubt life in modem societies revolve around the idea of consuming 
things, whether buying consumer goods, eating out or going on flin-seeking tours. 
Hong Kong is an archetypal example of a modem, consumer city, defined by 
Featherstone (1991: 13) as a place with a "vast accumulation of material culture in the 
forms of consumer goods and sites for purchase and consumption". Shopping malls 
are spread across the territory and a feature of residential complexes. Most department 
stores are open till late in the evening, jammed with customers especially when sales 
are on or during public holidays. 
Consumption is a pertinent subject of study because it is a hallmark of the way 
of life in modern society, a process through which people “attempt to make sense of 
the world and make claims to the social and material forms and institutions internal to 
the process by which we make ourselves" (Miller 1995; 269). That consumption or 
material possession per se is important to our sense of self or personal identity is a 
common view among scores of writers including Miller, Kiron (1999), Featherstone 
(1991), Bocock (1993) and others. 
In an age when class boundaries are increasingly blurred in the absence of 
rigid social roles, consumption "has become the main arena in which and through 
which people have to struggle towards control over the definition of themselves and 
their values" (Miller 1995: 277). Rather than the actual social class, one's lifestyle 
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and mode of consumption have a much larger impact on our view of ourselves in the 
present day and age (Lunt 1992，Baudrillard 1988). Simmel (1971 [1908] ) long ago 
noted the need for personal formation of a sense of identity in the big, metropolitan 
city. In response to the growing consumerism in his time at the turn of the century, he 
attributed the rise of modern consumption patterns buoyed by increased personal 
awareness of style to living in a metropolitan environment under which personal 
relationships are more distant than say in feudal societies where people have more 
clearly prescribed roles and carry more obligations to one another. He said life in the 
metropolis had given rise to the new kind of individual who was anxious to "preserve 
the autonomy and individuality of his existence in the face of overwhelming social 
forces” (Bocock 1993). 
Consumer goods are not mere objects of economic exchange but objects of 
social and cultural significance in that they help make visible and stable the basic 
categories of a culture (Elliot 1999). They allow us to have a certain perception of 
ourselves and others. "We are what we have," suggests Belk (1988: 160) in his 
discussion of the link between material possessions and a person's extended self. Just 
as a gift carries an extension of the giver's identity to the recipient, he says, a person 
consolidates his sense of self by laying his hands upon goods which he has attached 
meanings to. So just as "clothing, accent, grooming, and jewellery can distinguish an 
individual from others and express an individual sense of being, they can also indicate 
group identity and express belonging to a group" (Belk 1988:153). 
Signs and Symbols in Consumer Goods 
It is a common view among social scientists and researchers of material objects 
that consumer goods are imbued with meanings in the sense that they are a repository 
of signs and symbols; in other words, they are purchased not so much for their 
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physical, or actual use value as the socially constructed values imbued in them. 
Featherstone (1991) is one who adopts such a view in his analysis of the culture of 
capitalist modernity. Under the pervasive influence of the advertising industry and the 
mass media, he says, people have associated a range of images with various goods, 
such as that of the exotica, beauty, fulfilment, community, and the good life, which 
form the basis of their desires for those goods. The consumer society involves the 
consumption of signs and symbols, and hence is essentially cultural as “social life 
becomes deregulated and social relationships become more variable and less 
structured by norms" (Featherstone 1991:15). Consumer goods have taken on the role 
of being communicators, as symbols of either class, or other personal attributes and 
values. Brand name goods, in particular, are common means for asserting one's status 
in societies where class boundaries are blurred, like societies today or in the case of 
the late imperial China (Hamilton and Lai 1996). They serve the purpose of social 
differentiation when a rigid class system ascribing a certain status to prescribed 
groups of people no longer exist. 
Such ideas are pertinent to my research on designer fashion because in trying 
to account for the relationship between such clothes and their wearers, I am indeed 
trying to find out the social and cultural meanings the clothes have to them, whether 
in relation to their social status, personal character, or taste, or more. And the creation 
of these meanings will also be looked at, since as pointed out by various authors, it is 
through the cultural intermediaries, people like advertisers, magazine and newspaper 
editors, journalists and marketing professionals, that various images become deeply 
entrenched in various goods. As noted by Fine and Leopold (1993:16): "The cultural 
context in which an item of consumption, its use value, is reconstructed is not simply 
a matter of a more or less variable experience or interpretation of the object through 
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the customer's beliefs or desires; it is also a bridge over the gap between what the 
commodity actually is and how it is perceived and presented, however partially or 
incorrectly." 
Studies of consumption can contribute to an understanding of forces at work in 
the cultural realm, since it is already well-accepted that people's desire for goods is 
not some natural attribute of humanity but the result of social construction of values. 
In a post-industrial society, commodities are not so much consumed for the 
satisfaction of some biological or practical need but for signs in them whose meanings 
lie outside of the material products themselves. Baudrillard rightfully calls 
consumption “a systematic act of the manipulation of signs" (1988: 22), in that as 
consumers, people are subject to a code of values attached arbitrarily to different 
goods by advertisers and basically the whole cultural system. Highly critical of the 
deceptive, manipulative nature of the consumer society, he points out the prominent 
effect of social differentiation in such a society. "Objects," he wrote, “do not only 
facilitate material existence through their proliferation as commodities, but, 
generalised into signs of recognition, they facilitate the reciprocation of status among 
people" (1988:20). 
Cultural categories and principles are embodied in consumer goods, as seen in 
the example of women's clothes that are different from men's in line with the 
prevailing standards of maleness and femaleness (McCracken, 1990). Goods with 
similar cultural meanings belong to similar product categories, hence the Rolex watch 
and the BMW car appear to "go" together or be in the same product category because 
of their common associations with particular cultural categories of class, sex and age. 
Also, in his view, consumer goods are a medium through which people come to terms 
with reality, as a bridge to their hopes and ideals, since it is through possession of 
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certain goods that they feel some kind of link with certain ways or kinds of life that 
they aspire to, which they can yet reach in real life. 
The consumer society, as noted by Goodwin (1997:2), “is one in which the 
possession and use of an increasing number and variety of goods and services is the 
principal cultural aspiration and the surest perceived route to personal happiness, 
social status, and national success.” And in relation to it, a consumerist society，he 
said quoting Jerome Segal, “makes the development of new consumer goods and the 
desire for them into a central dynamic of its socioeconomic life. An individual's self-
respect and social esteem are strongly tied to his level of consumption relative to 
others in the society." 
Modern or Post-modern Consumerism 
Under the force of globalisation, most people in the developed world now have 
access to a wide range of goods and information, and the significant trend of 
consumerism in today's societies where shopping is a mainstream recreational activity 
and means much to individuals has led some writers to label them as post-modern, or 
post-industrial capitalist societies. This implies a difference from the few decades 
earlier when people were less conscious of the images and social meanings of the 
goods they bought. In the last two decades at least, especially in developed markets, 
the image of goods have become a key consideration of consumers; goods are sold as 
symbols, and people are lured by the promise of satisfaction associated with 
consumption activity. Bocock and Baudrillard are among scores of writers who use 
the term post-modern capitalism in describing the present stage of capitalism. It is one 
that "thrives on the symbolic in the processes surrounding consumption,” says Bocock 
(1993 :114), or in which consumption is governed by the play of symbols, not by the 
satisfaction of material needs. 
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In other words, the present stage of consumer-society is one that thrives on 
producing illusionary images, false needs and aspirations. It can be aptly called “a 
new configuration of capitalist modernity" (Kellner 1989:146)，where "culture and 
aesthetics blend with production and advertising to create a way of life focused on 
consumption of goods, services, mass images and spectacles." 
This is a very accurate reflection of the situation today, as most people derive 
much excitement and satisfaction from their consumption activities. Either post-
modern or modern, another significant, outstanding feature of today's world is that 
consumers are embroiled in an endless pursuit of goods that seem to help form an 
ideal life for them in the modern world. There can be no limits to consumption. 
Because of the allure posed by the various man-made desires and attractions, the 
anticipation of consuming can be experienced as more enjoyable than the act of 
consumption itself. As conspicuous features of modern life, shopping malls and 
department stores create a fantasy world which provide further stimulation for 
people's desires for material goods, and opportunities for gratifications to the self 
(Lunt and Livingstone 1992). 
Describing modern consumerism as one sustained by a continuing desire of 
goods, a never-ending pursuit of novelty, Campell (1997:37-38) points out 
insightfully that a key feature of modern consumerism lies in the allure of self-illusory 
hedonism in which people are motivated to keep wanting the latest goods by the 
appeal of imaginary pleasure associated with novel products. Since it is impossible for 
one to attain perfect, self-imagined pleasure through the real goods, he is bound to be 
trapped in a constantly renewed longing for more novelty. 
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Social Consciousness Formed Through Distinctive <^oods 
Unlike in the early days of industrial capitalism, production is no longer the 
key social force shaping people's consciousness in a capitalist society. Even Marx, 
stressed Fine and Leopold (1993), did not perceive the working class as unresisting 
agents condemned to their role as wage labourers kept by capitalists for the 
reproduction of labour power. They quoted Marx as saying that "As worker as 
consumer and possessor of exchange values, and that in the form of the possessor of 
money, in the form of money he becomes a simple entry of circulation - one of its 
infinitely many entries, in which his specificity as worker is extinguished" (Fine and 
Leopold 1993:262). The phenomenon of consumption, then, affects all classes, 
regardless of one's occupation although the patterns of consumption differ among 
people with various financial capabilities. 
Ewen (1999) echoes an element of Marxist thinking by stating that the common 
feeling of alienation, loneliness, desperate thirst for recognition, feeling of invisibility 
and insignificance and isolation in modern, capitalistic society in which the work 
process is fragmented and diversified have caused more people to seek to create a 
sense of self or identity through distinctive goods. The widespread sale of luxury 
goods also gives rise to a perception of a fair access to status and recognition - "a 
spectacle of upward mobility" - something that did not exist in traditional societies 
with a much more distinct system of social hierarchy. 
Describing consumer society as one characterised by “continuous cultivation of 
markets, obsessive/compulsive shopping, and premeditated waste," he also points to 
another key feature: the thriving concept of style that affects people's consumption 
patterns in a rapid-changing society. Style is generally seen as a personal statement 
signifying a range of personal attributes such as class, taste or subculture or other 
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group affiliation (Hebdige 1979). Ewen noted that "people's devotion to the 
acceleration of varying styles allows them to be connected to the 'reality' of a given 
moment" (1999: 23). And, "inextricably linked to the development of consciously 
styled products, advertising projected images of these products，and of the 'happy' 
consumers who purchased them, across the horizons of everyday life” (Ewen 
1999:43). In a capitalistic society, the advertising industry and other cultural 
intermediaries, e.g. the media, image consultants and public relations professionals for 
the commercial sector, play a key role in shaping people's consciousness about 
themselves and their status, seemingly obtainable from expensive goods. This has 
raised the ire of Ewen and scores of other cultural critics. Advertising, says Berger 
(1992:70) quoting the French Marxist Henri LeFebvre, is responsible for "generating 
and then doing away with anxieties we have about ourselves.” 
Theories on Social Competition 
In their analysis of consumption, Simmel (1904), Veblen (1899) and Bourdieu 
(1984 ) place more emphasis on social-economic factors. In his account of what he 
calls conspicuous consumption, Veblen mentioned people's natural inclination for 
invidious comparison with others，which he said lay behind the common practice by 
men in pre-industrial or industrial societies to emulate the success of others as well as 
show off his own pecuniary strength. In his classic The Theory of the Leisure Class, 
he stated that “the means of showing pecuniary strength, and so of gaining or 
retaining a good name, are leisure and a conspicuous consumption of goods" (Veblen 
1994:84). Similarly, wasteful habits or expenditures as in the purchase of costly 
kitchen utensils or well-adorned clothes are driven by the same desire for showing off. 
No doubt consumption of luxury goods is as widely practised by the upper 
class in present times as in Veblen's days at the turn of the century. Bourdieu is like 
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Veblen in that he explains consumption patterns on the basis of class or socio-
economic factors. In his much-quoted work. Distinction: A Social Critique of the 
Judgement of Taste (1984), he analyses how various goods, hobbies, modes of 
recreation, among other things, are consumed by people of different socio-economic 
classes to create their identities; the upper class demarcate their distinctive way of 
living through conspicuous consumption, while the middle class have their own 
habitual lifestyle to set themselves apart from the working class. Social identity is 
asserted through difference, he says, and the class differences easily come into being 
as members of each class are shaped by their own habitus, the cultural disposition 
within a person that generates "meaningful practices" and meaning-giving perceptions 
of the social world (Bourdieu 1984:170). Also in his view, the social world 
encompasses a system of class conditions, which is also a system of differences, and 
people's habitus or perception of how various classes should be like in various areas 
such as mode of consumption is the product of intemalisation of the division into 
social classes. 
Surveys on the French society cited by Bourdieu show that there exists various 
tastes and cultural preferences among various classes and fractions within classes, and 
this situation is rooted in a class system (Jenkins 1992). In Bourdieu's view, taste 
adopted by various class factions in effect serves as a marker of social boundaries, 
particularly by the dominant class. Members of the aristocratic families, for example, 
are unlike the nouveaux riches in not being dressed in the same conspicuous manner 
as. The intellectual class devotes more time and energy on pursuits of high culture, for 
themselves and their children, as opposed to commercial bourgeoisie. It is through 
differences in their choice of music, films, clothing, food, practices of theater-going, 
sporting events and so forth that the upper class assert their status and social groups 
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within the same class or other classes to establish their own identity. But the attempt 
to act like or identify oneself as a member of a certain class is rooted, in his view, in 
people's taken-for-grantedness of different class positions. 
While Bourdieu's study was based on French society, his idea about a system 
of social hierarchy can be applied to other places like Hong Kong, where education, 
income or family background has been used to make distinctions among people. 
There is no well- established class system in Hong Kong but the concern for social 
status, or looking one's part in the social world, could be strong, for example, with 
designer fashion being used as a convenient distinctive sign. This will be shown in 
chapters III to VI. Indeed, various authors have unanimous views on fashion's key 
function in achieving social distinction. 
Consumption of Fashion and Social Distinction 
Comparing social life to a battlefield, Simmel (1904) thinks people's natural 
inclination for social emulation prompted changes in fashion. In his view, people with 
aspirations for social mobility，especially the middle class, are particularly keen on 
emulating the outfits of the class above, he says, as fashion is itself a product of class 
distinction (Simmel 1971:297). His well-known "trickle-down theory" was indeed 
meant particularly for changing fashions. It suggests that it is the upper class who 
constantly initiate changes in fashion to avoid appearing in the same styles as the 
classes below who tend to copy the new outfits of the upper class by trying to cross 
the line of demarcation the upper class have drawn. As Simmel put it: "Just as soon 
as the lower classes begin to copy their style, thereby crossing the line of demarcation 
the upper classes have drawn ... the upper classes turn away from this style and adopt 
a new one, which in its turn differentiates them from the masses; and thus the game 
goes merrily on" (Simmel 1971:299). 
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Veblen put forward similar views. The wealthier a community gets, and the 
broader range of human contact its members have, he says, "the more imperative will 
the law of conspicuous waste assert itself in the forms of dress, the more will the 
sense of beauty tend to fall into abeyance or be overborne by the canon of pecuniary 
respectability" (1994 [orig. 1899]: 178). This no doubt reflects the situation in a 
wealthy city like Hong Kong, where luxury fashion brands are in vast supply and 
well-advertised in magazines and newspapers. 
Under his theory that conspicuous waste is a means for proving superior 
economic status, expensive apparel naturally enjoy a high standing in the eyes of all 
classes. What we wear gives people an idea of our pecuniary status at first glance. “A 
cheap coat makes a cheap man," says Veblen (1994: 169). On the grounds of both 
taste and serviceability, an inexpensive article of apparel is looked upon socially as 
inferior, under the maxim “cheap and nasty". The same principle of conspicuous 
waste also explains people's obsession with novelty in an economically developed 
society, where none of the last season's apparel is carried over and made further use 
of during the present season. The rich will seek to distinguish themselves by not just 
appearing in elegant, respectable-looking fashion but in up-to-date ones as well. The 
practice of playing with fashion styles, which is increasingly popular among fashion-
conscious consumers，serves a signifying function, in providing a status marker for 
the rich and famous, those "powerful enough or distinguished enough to flaunt 
conventions, those creative enough and confident enough to invent, or those 
marginalised enough not to care" (Tseelon 1994:130). 
In her much-quoted Adorned in Dreams, Wilson (1985) echoes Simmel's view 
that fashion is a key form of personal expression in the modern, crowded, urbanised 
setting, and still, while the proliferation of styles allow for similar dress styles for 
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people of different backgrounds, the quality of clothes and materials strongly mark . 
class difference. In his study on the history of fashion in the West, Breward (1985) 
found that in the eighteenth century, when the fashion-conscious culture was 
emerging and the idea of consumption was being strengthened，divisions within 
society predicated by locality, gender, class, age and sexuality were enforced by 
consumption of fashion. Especially in the modem era when class boundaries have 
become increasingly blurred, people aspiring to the high life can use it as a medium to 
make representations about themselves, either to maintain a front, or the social 
position a person has claim to, or a pose, a claim to an identity and social status that 
one is not entitled to (Berger 1992:118). 
But as an archetypal product of capitalism, the fashion industry promises 
lucrative profits for entrepreneurs rushing out different designs for different segments 
of the population, while promoting the desirability of an ever-increasing variety of 
styles and tastes. It is basically a business of manufacturing and selling images and 
dreams to potential customers. As will be shown in the following chapters, people 
find an outlet for their aspirations in the way they adorn their appearance. 
In the modem world, fashion is given widespread attention due to the high 
social value on physical appearance, which has emerged as an important means for 
claiming a degree of social status. A well-packaged human body can be used as a 
"commodity to display power, prestige and status" (Finkelstein 1991:4 ). 
Furthermore, "the shaping and adorning of the body has become a way for the 
individual to present his and her desired self-image to others" (Finkelstein 1991; 5). 
As largely an effect of the advertising industry, one's conception of self is heavily 
linked to the superficial images associated with various commodities produced in a 
capitalistic economy (Negrin 1999). 
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Because of that, Berger (1994) points out the illusory, artificial nature of 
fashion, calling the process whereby middle-class and lower-class people appear in 
similar styles as the very rich "embourgeoisment". Fashion mystifies, he says, as it 
offers illusions to the middle-class and lower-class people that they can be 
"bourgeois". He asserts that fashion exerts as an ineluctable force on people，a force 
which "they feel and respond to (because they must) but one which they cannot 
"locate" as originating from any place" (Berger 1992:127). 
But class is not the sole factor behind various cultural phenomena. 
Technological advances in the early twentieth century paved the way for a 
democratising trend that allowed for a broader scope of people than just the wealthy 
elite to have access to have fancy clothes (Davis 1992, Lipovetsky ] 994). Outfits that 
once required laborious input can be mass produced in the modem era and hence are 
no longer restricted to being sold to an exclusive clientele. Fashion designers have 
since the early part of the last century turned their attention to an expanding market of 
fashion-conscious public, a trend that has prompted a re-evaluation of the classic 
theories by Veblen or Simmel who viewed fashion as very much a class-related 
phenomenon. 
Modem theorists who see fashion as a communication system point out the 
importance of fashion as a tool for asserting one's desired image, be that of an 
individualist, a high-class individual or simply someone with taste. Fashion remains 
illusory, in that while it seems accessible to all, the standards of good fashion taste 
upheld by the industry and the affiliated experts who dwell at the top of the society 
are an effective mechanism in marking social rank and discrimination, placing 
customers in a game of ever-shifting rules (Appadurai 1986). 
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High fashion enjoys superior status over mass-produced and uniform-like 
garments because of the notions of individuality, uniqueness, and discrimination 
commonly associated with it (Berger 1992). Culler highlighted the semiological 
difference between high and ordinary fashion when he wrote (1975; 32-33); “By 
giving meaning to certain details - calling them stylish or appropriate for certain 
occasions and activities - the fashion system enforces distinctions among garments 
and speeds up the process of replacement: "c'est le sens qui fait vendre (It's the 
meaning which sells)". 
Consumers are lured by a socially-manufactured desire to express their 
individual or collective identities. And the discriminating buyers have an influence on 
fashion change and styles by inventing and creating their own personal style or 
opposing certain trends. In emphasising their own creation of personal style，fashion 
consumers also lay claim to the values of individuality, aesthetic taste and novelty 
held sacred in the modem hedonistic culture (Lipovetsky 1994). Craik (1994) notes 
that rhetoric used in fashion advertising help spread cultural norms, values and ideals, 
and together with various marketing tactics and changing fashion styles, they 
propagate notions of beauty, ideal life and concepts of masculinity and femininity. 
One common idea spread by fashion magazines is that femininity is an achievement 
based, in part, on the mastery of consumer competence. This means that shopping and 
instinctive feminine qualities are being explicitly exploited and promoted. To project 
what they perceive to be a socially appealing image, women constantly update 
fashions and keep up with new styles. 
Roland Barthes' concept of "the signifier and the signified", used in The 
Fashion System (1983), in reference to fashion and the symbolic links it has with 
various areas in people's life, provides a further illustration of the significant effect 
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fashion has in the cultural realm. He cited examples of slogans like "this sweater is 
good for the weekend" or “this sweater is a must if you're going to the Touraine for a 
weekend at the country home of your husband's boss”，as having the effect of linking 
a piece of garment with a situation and in doing so，instilling in readers' mind a kind 
of Utopian reality which could influence not just their choices of clothes but their 
concepts of the goods. 
A reason fashion advertising like this has been hugely successfiil is because it 
is based largely on the cultural categories of a place. Fashion is a kind of consumer 
product well-associated with cultural categories; one example of that is the distinctive 
styles associated with men's and women's clothes. Unlike in previous centuries when 
sumptuary laws were brought in to maintain the look of a socially stratified system, 
what is happening today is a market-driven mechanism that thrives on people's 
various aspirations. It may sound paradoxical but Ash and Wilson (1992) make the 
valid claim that people today conform with the prevailing fashion and at the same 
time seek to individualise their style to assert their identities or identities they aspire 
to. 
The above theories shed much light on the strong appeal of designer fashion in 
highly commercialised Hong Kong. A much hyped consumer product, it is also a 
luxury item that can be used to flaunt one's economic status, and as suggested by 
various theorists, imbued with various symbolic meanings concerning one's status. 
The choice of labels itself is a means for achieving social distinction. So consumers in 
Hong Kong, as elsewhere, are likely to be buying expensive clothes for much more 
than their utilitarian function. Whether buying the real labels or fakes, they are driven 
by the "appealing" properties commonly associated with the labels. As much as 
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people in Hong Kong value fashion as a form of personal expression, they may indeed 
be seeking to differentiate themselves from those around them. 
Customers in Hong Kong are highly discriminatory, inclined towards making 
a distinction between cheap and expensive, or label and mass-produced clothes. This 
means imported label clothes with a heavy price tag can easily be seen as a distinctive 
sign, a common tool in their quest for social status. The emphasis on "good" 
appearance in Hong Kong causes many to look to their clothes as a source of pride. 
The appeal of designer clothes may also have to do with their strong link with 
the developed world. The pervasive influence of the Western culture, spread via 
films, music, the global flow of information and in short, as a result of global 
capitalism, has instilled among local buyers a taste for Western goods, and not least of 
all, Western fashion. The fact that locally-made, ready-to-wear fashions copied after 
the fashionable styles from the West gained prominence over traditional outfits is said 
to be caused by a popular inclination to identify with foreign or Western culture, 
which was seen by many as connoting social progress, informed taste and elite style 
(Clark 1999). 
Both Hong Kong's past as a British colony and its transformation from a once 
impoverished migrant city into an international financial hub contributed significantly 
to such thinking. On the one hand, Hong Kong Chinese, especially the post-war 
generation who were born here and whose parents were often refugees escaping from 
the political turmoil in the mainland during and after the Second World War, do not 
identify with their mainland counterparts despite their common ancestry (Cheng 
1996). On the other hand, throughout the colonial history of Hong Kong, people with 
a Western education who have a good grasp of the language often had better 
opportunities for career success and consequently chances of upward social mobility 
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(Chan 1999, Chan 1995). Many of the key contributors to Hong Kong's economic 
success in the past 20 years had benefited from elite Western style education offered 
by famous English-speaking secondary schools. 
Hence the common perceived links between progress and Westernisation is 
understandable; what is more is that as Hong Kong developed economically, the 
popular culture industry also moved towards the direction of cosmopolitanism (Siu 
1996). Just as pop performers branched out to overseas markets, local consumers of 
fashion began to look to the fashion centers in the world, namely Europe and 
America, for directions in styles and taste. In embracing Western fashion, consumers 
in Hong Kong have probably in their mind a Western/global and Chinese/local 
distinction that is common among burgeoning fashion buyers in China (Li 1998). 
Goods of global-level carry a higher status than the homegrown ones. This explains 
the limited appeal of local designers as opposed to internationally-known ones. 
The economic development in Hong Kong, strongly encouraged by the 
colonial Government, had the effect of establishing a peculiar kind of cultural 
consciousness among Hong Kong people, a distinctive kind of Hong Kong culture 
which was apolitical and rooted largely in the mass culture created by the media 
financed by large capitalist interests (Chun 1996). Consumerism as a way of life, 
which was divorced from questions of political allegiance or national identity, was a 
key element of this strongly capitalist-inspired culture. As the change of sovereignty 
was approaching in 1997, there were fears about an identity crisis among Hong Kong-
born Chinese here. Thus far, there has not been any sign of such crisis happening. One 
reason for that is possibly that under the "One Country, Two Systems" policy, China 
has left Hong Kong pretty much on its own (except in key political decisions). People 
go about their lives pretty much as before, carrying on with their consumption-led 
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lifestyle, including the purchases of foreign items, not least of which, clothes of 
European or American designer labels. The potential identity crisis could be 
sublimated by an indulgence in such consumption activities which make people feel 
like living in the same, cosmopolitan environment as before (Cheng 1996). 
The following chapters will give an idea on the extent to which Hong Kong 
people's cultural identity is tied to consumption of foreign items. An assumption here 
is that the two are quite closely linked given the weak sense of affinity to any nation 
here. 
On the other hand, Hong Kong has always been a materialistic place, where 
personal wealth more than anything else is seen as a sign of success and status (Chan 
1998). A social indicators survey carried out by two academics in 1995 (Ho and 
Leung 1995) showed that unlike the cases of most other industrialised countries, 
Hong Kong people still remained more wrapped up with economic than 
postmaterialist concerns, such as democracy, equality, and environmental issues. 
"Working hard to get rich" remained a high priority in life of most respondents. 
Through examining people's relationship with designer fashion, my research 
will seek to establish the extent to which people use it as a means of achieving a 
distinctive status via links with the world of high fashion, as well as find out the 
prevalence of conspicuous consumption in an affluent society like Hong Kong. Also, 
the trickle-down effect theory suggesting a tendency among the upper class to 
differentiate itself from the classes below will be put to test in the context of Hong 
Kong. It is a modern, seemingly egalitarian society, but that does not necessarily 
mean people are on an equal footing with one another socially; there may exist strong 
in-class and between-class rivalries in a highly-commercialised environment that 
greatly emphasises differences between people. Such a situation could be particularly 
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acute in Hong Kong where rapid economic development has grown rapidly in a 
relatively short period of time and where class boundaries are fluid. People may seek 
to assert a high social standing more through a display of material possessions, 
especially clothes, than traditional factors like family background, education or 
occupation. 
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Chapter III Methodology 
The purpose of my research is to account for the widespread appeal of 
designer fashion to consumers in Hong Kong, as reflected in the high per-capita 
spending on designer clothes, growing presence of designer boutiques, strong interest 
in trends and styles from European fashion capitals mainly Milan and Paris. 
Indispensable to the research are in-depth interviews with people who are attracted to 
the genuine goods, fans of popular designer labels who make sharp distinctions 
between the pricey goods and mass-produced clothes. 
By exploring their values and degree of importance attached to label clothes, 
some conclusions can be made about the kinds of qualities they associate with those 
goods, in other words, the cultural meanings embedded in them at least in the context 
of Hong Kong. There were altogether 20 informants - 14 women and six men — 
people who I know either as personal friends, through referrals or got acquainted with 
at fashion events. Their ages range from 21 to mid-SOs, they are of various 
occupations, ages and classes. Their views, while not representative in any statistical 
sense, can help us understand cultural views towards designer fashion in Hong Kong. 
My informants are a distinct lot. Their views and attitudes towards the overall 
subject of dressing can shed light on whether and in what ways designer fashion 
fits in a system of distinction in the territory. Indeed, despite their varying 
backgrounds and income levels, they are undeterred by the high price tags and share a 
common interest in European labels and fashion accessories. Their shopping habit sets 
them apart from ordinary shoppers, as they tend to pick and choose their favourite 
clothes at plush shopping malls with a high concentration of designer boutiques such 
as Central and the Pacific Place Mall, both places on Hong Kong island that are easily 
accessible to wealthy residents, even those residing on the Peak and in the Mid-
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Levels. 
Also a distinction has to be made between them and consumers of lower-end 
labels from Japan. In the past 20 years there have been significant Japanese influences 
on local popular culture, as manifested in the large number of Cantonese pop songs 
adapted from Japanese pop tunes, the immense popularity of comics, video games, 
television soap operas, films, VCDs and definitely clothes imported from that country. 
In recent years there has also been an influx of Japanese labels at trendy shopping 
malls in Causeway Bay, Tsimshatsui and Mongkok, which have a large following 
among teenagers and young adults. A fast-expanding designer label retail chain, I.T., 
set up in the early 90s, sells mostly Japanese labels but these labels are seen to be of 
lesser status than the top names from Europe and the United States. 
The well-established, big-name labels from the West are still seen as the 
symbol of mainstream designer fashion, which I would define as top-end labels that 
are highly distinguishable from mass produced clothes with their heavy price tags, 
their Western origin and well-known reputation on the international fashion scene. 
The reason for concentrating on consumers of the luxury labels in my research is 
because this will allow me to find out how important the possession of the luxury 
goods is to their perception of quality of living and social image. A number of 
Japanese labels are also earned by Joyce, the territory's leading retailer of designer 
labels, but given the generally higher prestige enjoyed by Western labels in Hong 
Kong, I concentrated on shoppers who cited Western labels as their favourites. 
The ages of the female informants range from 25 to mid-50s, with six of them 
in their 30s. Most of them are professionals, and include a lawyer, reporter, personnel 
consultant, taxation consultant, administrator, magazine editor and two public 
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relations company owners. There are two others in clerical jobs, three married 
socialites and one beautician. 
These women are typical fashion-conscious consumers with good knowledge 
of fashion trends and brand names. Like most of the male informants, they look out 
for label clothes when on vacation in Europe and pay close attention to trends by 
maintaining a habit of reading fashion magazines, fashion-related articles in 
newspapers and watching television fashion programmes. Basically for the well-
informed lot, designer fashion has an important place in their lives. Consciously or 
unconsciously, they exude confidence in their taste and understanding about fashion 
as they speak of their favourite designers and approach to dressing. 
The six male informants, comprising one university student and five 
professionals, are equally knowledgeable and conscious about what they wear. Their 
ages range from 21 to 48, their choice of labels differ but like their female 
counterparts, they care a great deal about their appearance and enjoy shopping. They 
speak with much confidence and knowledge about label clothes, which seem integral 
to their sense of social identity as a group of privileged customers who can afford 
much choices over what to wear. 
Talking to people like them who care about their look and what they wear is 
essential to the research, given the theories on conspicuous consumption and the 
crucial link between material goods and personal identities in the modern world. In an 
affluent, commercially-oriented society like Hong Kong, where personal appearance 
is given much importance in social interactions, one's choice of clothes reveals much 
about the kind of social image or standing the person wants to project. Researching 
the cultural meanings of designer fashion from the consumers' perspective is crucial. 
People who do not buy those clothes were not included in the research, for various 
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reasons. First, they may be oblivious to the appeal of the clothes, either because their 
work does not require them to look smart, or due to their religious or family 
background. This group may have alternative views on what clothes mean to them, 
but since the focus of the research is on the other group, the selective buyers who 
apparently are not satisfied with consumption of common clothing, a comparison 
between the thinking of the two groups is unnecessary. Of course, there may be many 
others who share the informants' fascination with designer labels but have settled for 
ordinary clothes or the counterfeited ones because of limited finances. These people 
were not included in my research because to get a truer understanding of the sorts of 
gratification or thrill people experience through consumption of such clothes, it is 
more relevant to involve people who have actually bought the real thing. The process 
of consumption itself could also be a special experience to the buyers. 
Also covered in my research were interviews with retail agents and four local 
fashion designers - Lulu Cheung, Leo Fan, Allan Chiu and Henry Lau - with the 
purpose of adding to the understanding of Hong Kong people's consumption patterns 
and the meanings behind them. What they think sells in a place like Hong Kong 
reflect the prevailing social values and what they see as the key concerns of their 
target customers, the kind of image they seek to project to others through clothes. In 
addition, the overall image of designer labels as portrayed in fashion articles and 
spreads in newspapers, magazines, advertisements, as well as fashion shows 
organised by famous boutiques were also explored to help find out what lies behind 
the appeal of the particular brand of clothes in Hong Kong. 
On the other hand, during interviews with my consumer informants, they were 
asked questions revolving around their perception of designer fashion, beginning with 
questions like "What are your favourite labels?”，followed by a set of common 
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questions like: "What's so special about them?", "What does fashion mean to you in 
general? How important is it to you?，，，"What do you think of the heavy price tags 
attached to the clothes you choose?" and so forth. Other sets of questions were 
intended to explore the cultural and social environment in Hong Kong that fosters a 
possible elitist fashion taste, including the role played by the media. One question was 
"Where do you get your fashion ideas from?, “Is looking up-to-date important to 
you?”，"Who are your role models (if there are any) whose looks do you want to 
emulate or which people do you think have good fashion taste?”，“Do you feel any 
pressure to dress up in Hong Kong, or from friends?" (This question is particularly 
relevant to several informants who had lived in Canada for a long period of time), 
“Does working in Central increase your desire to dress well?" 
To find out how important it is for my informants to feel unique or stand out in 
their looks, they were all asked the question "How would you feel if you bumped into 
someone in a lesser position than you at social flmctions dressed in the same outfit as 
you?" Different follow-up questions were raised with different informants based on 
their answers, so as to come to grips with their shopping habits and the reasons behind 
the significance of the trends and styles to them. 
Key to the research is the identification of the common characteristics 
informants associate with designer clothes. For example, if they base it on superior 
quality, style or a show of taste, or more, they are then asked why those characteristics 
matter so much to them. A main task in the process of my research is to establish 
common associations the informants make between label clothes and attributes, either 
in relation to themselves, an ideal lifestyle, or something else. During interviews, 
questions such as "What is your ideal lifestyle?", "Any aspirations in your life?”，“Do 
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you think fashion reflects one's lifestyle?" were also asked in order to find out how 
large a role material goods play in a person's satisfaction with his life. 
It matters less whether they exaggerate their spending habit than the reasons 
they give for choosing certain labels or their shopping habit, because most crucial to 
the research is what they want to achieve through the clothes. Their tone and facial 
expressions while talking about those clothes also offer hints about their attitudes 
towards them, e.g. whether they see the labels as a source of pride or a mere object 
serving a utilitarian function. 
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Chapter FV Symboiism of European Labels 
The saying "clothes make the man" is widely believed by a wide spectrum of 
people in Hong Kong. As the economy of the international financial centre improved, 
a great deal of social emphasis was placed on personal appearance. In the 70s，as job 
opportunities became abundant for men and women thanks to the boom in the 
manufacturing and business sectors, boutiques and department stores selling ready-
made clothes took the place of traditional tailor shops (Wu 1992). An increasing 
number of European labels were brought into the territory by leading designer fashion 
retailers such as Joyce Boutique and the Swank Shop, the earliest distributors of 
European labels in Hong Kong. Both still operate a large number of designer 
boutiques in prime shopping districts, namely Central and Tsimshastui. Operating 
three main stores and 17 individual label boutiques, Joyce is retailing as many as 200 
European labels, many of which are from Italy and France. 
Many in Hong Kong are conscious fashion buyers. While quality clothing 
made of fine fabric was a sign of class status in pre-industrialised societies, in an 
affluent, consumerist society like Hong Kong, fabric is just one of various 
considerations a person takes into account when deciding what is "worth" buying and 
what is not. Their decision on what to buy has been shaped by the incessant marketing 
and advertising techniques of fashion manufacturers and retailers that convey the 
message that how one adorns his body is a basis for others' interpretation of his inner 
qualities, not just class alone (Finkelstein 1991). Because of this, consumers in Hong 
Kong, who are faced with a wide array of local and overseas brand names, tend to be 
selective of the labels and origins of the clothes they buy, as a means of differentiating 
themselves from others. Brand accumulation has an integral role in many people's 
lives especially when the importance of traditional elements of social status or 
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identities like family background, education and religion is on the decline (Twitchell 
1999). 
Fashion has become a hip word, one that elicits excitement and admiration 
from a wide spectrum of potential shoppers. Not lagging behind trends is also like a 
motto in their lives. Designer fashion, predominantly the Italian brands from the 
world's fashion capital Milan, has acquired an image of being a symbol of superior 
taste and quality. A significant point is that people tend to relate the qualities of 
another person to what he or she wears, hence ascribing a higher status or degree of 
professionalism to someone with a taste for European, and most likely, Italian 
clothing. Similarly, a person may also see herself or himself in a better light, whether 
professionally or socially, when he or she is clad in imported, well-known brands. For 
example, a Government interpreter who I know once told me that she would buy her 
newspaper from a vendor who is dressed in clothes from Benetton ( a medium-priced 
Italian causal wear line) than one in clothes from Temple Street, Yau Ma Tei. The fact 
that he has higher expectations for his appearance, she said, means he would also have 
higher expectations for his job, meaning the newspapers he sells would be complete, 
without any sections missing! 
Professionalism and Social Standing 
Since the 70s，it is European labels that have been closely associated with 
quality and superior design. Davis (1992:200) attributes this to the Eurocentric nature 
of the global fashion industry, under which the world's fashion capitals, 
predominantly Paris and Milan, are seen as the innovating centres, along with the 
"tacit assumption of a fashion-consuming public, international in scope，whose tastes 
and standards were located essentially within the vast shadow and penumbra of a 
Euro-centric culture." An international city that prides itself on the fusion of East and 
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West, Hong Kong is more prone to European influences when it comes to the apparel 
business. And it is also through possession of European clothes, in particular Italian 
labels, that people here see evidence of their social standing. 
Seemingly to a large extent, one's professional image is determined by what he 
or she wears. Several informants have noted their desire to “look their role" in their 
work environment by opting for Italian clothes or fashion accessories, such as 
handbags or shoes. Personnel consultant Peggy is one who derives a sense of 
professional status from how she appears in front of others. The principal consultant 
at a headhunting firm in Central with years of experience in poaching candidates for 
senior banking executive jobs says she would faint on the spot if she was seen in 
casual outfits by her clients or boss. She likes to shop at a boutique frequented by 
banking professionals for her work clothes and the handbag or briefcase she carries to 
work are all band names. On most days, she wears Salvatore Ferragamo shoes. "You 
have to project a professional image after having been in the field for so long. You 
should dress in a certain way," she explains. 
Reporter Angel, now in her early 30s, who covers political news and often 
meets with legislators and other key professionals at work, says being better-dressed 
helps her win the confidence of those people who will then be more willing to divulge 
information to her. Obviously there is a socially perceived linkage between personal 
appearance and professional competence. 
A similar mindset causes business consultant Stephen to stick to his habit of 
putting on a Kenzo suit when meeting with clients. The reason he does so, he says, is 
because he wants to give the impression that he has paid attention to his appearance, 
which to him also means respect for his job. "It's important that the way you dress 
matches your position, your job," he says. 
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Being clad in Italian brands give my informants a sense of well-being, for the 
expensive labels from the world's fashion centre are also a sign of sophistication and 
professional standing. After having worked in a law firm as an account executive for 
six years, Sarah, now in her late 20s, prefers to appear in designer labels, unlike in the 
days when she had little work experience. She used to shop in areas selling bargain-
priced goods, like Lee Yuen Street in Central, but her curiosity about designer fashion 
was raised when she heard about them from her colleagues and saw people wearing 
them in the office. For several years now, the 28-year-old has been shopping in 
Landmark, just a street away from her office and usually pays attention to labels she 
reads about in newspapers and magazines, those that "everyone knows". Gleefully, 
she said during our interview that she had just bought a Gucci handbag worth more 
than $3,000. So as her work experience increased, she began to adopt a more 
sophisticated look with designer items. Such items have become the social criteria for 
judging personal qualities, apart from one's occupational status. In her case, 
discarding the cheap clothes she used to buy means a progression from her past as an 
inexperienced, naive worker. She is making a few thousand dollars more each month 
compared to several years ago. As she only needs to give a fraction of her income to 
her parents whom she lives with, she is prepared to spend more on designer items. 
Being dressed in them give her a sense of status, as is the case with the tai-tais or 
other informants who are professionals. The tai-tais, for example, have no fixed 
budget on clothing and fashion accessories each month, but they are keen to stock up 
on trendy items from designer boutiques - generally seen as the international trend-
setters -each season. One said she must buy at least one or two items from Chanel 
each year. This shows the importance to them of putting on their body what is socially 
seen as distinguished items as a sign of status. 
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Social Differentiation Through European Clothes 
The ability to afford those items carries much value in the present-day, 
consumerism-oriented society. As pointed out by Bourdieu, such society is one in 
which people are judged “by their capacity for consumption, their ‘standard of 
living，，their lifestyle, as much as by their capacity for production." (Bourdieu 1984: 
310). Fashions in clothing and cosmetics have emerged as a basic element in the new 
mode of domination, he says, meaning that personal appearance is key to the 
symbolic struggles for distinction between and within classes. This seems to be the 
case in Hong Kong. Italian fashion, in particular, both because of their prominent 
position in the fashion world and heavy price tags, stands as a symbol of prestige, 
power and status in Hong Kong. Hence Anna, a 30-year-old lawyer, always looks out 
for the “Made in Italy" label when she shops at her favourite boutique in Central 
which specialises in European fashion, out of a desire to acquire a look that matches 
her status in her company. She has confidence in the clothes sold at the boutique 
because according to its owner, part of what is sold at her store are also available at 
major department stores such as Lane Crawford and Seibu. Her stocks are cheaper 
because they are samples or surplus goods from the same Italian factories that made 
them. The owner also told her those brands were modelled after top labels such as 
Chanel and Miu Miu. Both the “Made in Italy" label and the fact that they were 
modelled after prestigious brands strengthen Anna's confidence in them, and her 
belief that she will be seen in a good light by others, apart from appearing in line with 
her company status. She said: "People might think I have good taste if I bought what 
she suggested to me. It could be related to vanity, I think people would treat me better 
if they find that I am aware of certain labels." 
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The taste of Hong Kong people seems to be heavily shaped by trends set by 
internationally-acclaimed labels, trends that also receive extensive coverage in local 
newspapers and fashion magazines such as Elle, Cosmopolitan and Harper's Bazaar. 
It can be said that the informants derive a distinctive identity from the well-recognised 
fashionable items in their wardrobe, items that carry prestige because of their high 
standing in the fashion world, sizeable global retail network and intensive coverage 
by the international fashion press. Still, class differences exist. Informants who are 
from the upper or upper-middle class invariably favour well-established big-name 
labels like Chanel, Hermes，Salvatore Ferragamo，Giorgio Armani or Gucci. Others of 
a younger age or from ordinary background tend to go for the relatively less pricey 
ones but still hip, internationally-known designers, such as Miuccia Prada , John 
Galliano , Dolce and Gabbana. Expensive clothes from abroad, no matter what, 
constiiute a sign of status. As put by David Hong, managing director of the Swank 
Shop, agent for a number of European labels, such as Valentino, Zegna, Givenchy, 
Kenzo, Plein Sud and Christian Lacroix, people who shop at his boutiques like to 
follow international fashion trends and 85 per cent of his customers regard designer 
clothes as a status symbol. 
My informants tend to differentiate themselves from others through the luxury 
item of designer fashion. One example is self-proclaimed individualist Ben, 30，an 
emigrant to Australia but who comes back to Hong Kong from time to time for 
business. He says he wears designer clothes and shoes more often in Australia, 
because people there are more casually dressed and thus he can stand out more in 
those items over there. When he wears them in Hong Kong, he derives much pleasure 
from admiring gazes from others. “I admit I am vain," he says. "You have to be able 
to afford it to look vain. Can a construction worker afford to be vain? People show up 
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in fancy clothes at social balls for the feeling of honour they have when people look at 
them (their outfit). You may not know whether people are looking at you if you're 
inside a fancy car." Beaming with satisfaction，he adds he likes to wear different 
brands on different days, "Prada today, Gucci tomorrow, Versace the next". It is good 
trying on various brands because there is a limitation to each design, he explains. “I 
like to look special, hence no G-2000 clothes for me." 
University student Ah Lai is equally conscious of his class image. Even though 
he likes to wearing plain-looking clothes in keeping with his position as a student, he 
prefers Italian to Japanese labels, which are widely perceived to be generally lower-
priced than the former. On the two occasions we met, he was clad "simply" in a black 
top and pants from Versus, a diffusion line of Versace and popular Italian label for 
young people. The other designer boutiques frequented by him include D&G and V2. 
“It is difficult for people on the street to tell where I got my clothes from but my 
fellow classmates know," he says, looking smug. "It does not matter that much if my 
clothes are very trendy or not, all I know is they are expensive." While usually 
selecting only simple-style clothes from designer boutiques, the young frequent 
shopper is well aware of the visible difference between his looks and that of many 
others. He said his mother also goes for clothes that look common but are made of 
good quality materials. Dressed in a black plain-looking Versus T-shirt and loose 
black pants during our interview, Ah Lai was unlike any member of present-day youth 
gangs who are often school drop-outs or low-achievers in school who spend their time 
wandering around on the streets, or in amusement games centres, with dyed hair and 
clad in jeans and cheap quality T-shirts - the stereotypical youths from low-class 
families with parents who are too busy at work to look after them. Ah Lai, whose 
father owns a factory in Malaysia, said he would not have his hair dyed, or wear 
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outrageous-looking pants. "My parents will scold me if I look too “in” (meaning 
really trendy). They want us to look modest. So all the clothes I buy are of basic 
styles. My suits are always in white, the main difference lies in their buttons." 
His pursuit of an understated style is similar to the emphasis by other 
informants, like rich divorcee Maria, on a refined, elegant look. They are careful not 
to be overdressed so as to distinguish themselves from the nouveau riches or in 
Bourdieu's words, the petit bourgeois. They take their choice of outfits seriously 
because that is a reflection of their class background. In other words, the difference 
between them and the lower classes can be told in the way they dress, just as what is 
written by Bourdieu: "Where the petit bourgeois or nouveau riche ‘overdoes it，， 
betraying his own insecurity, bourgeois discretion signals its presence by a sort of 
ostentatious discretion, sobriety and understatement, a refusal of everything which is 
‘showy，，'flashy' and pretentious, and which devalues itself by the very intention of 
distinction" (Bourdieu 1984:249). 
Pleased with his modest look, Ah Lai reckons his style of dressing surpasses 
that of many of his fellow schoolmates, and he obviously takes pride in people's 
attention. He said some had asked him where he got his clothes from. Even when he is 
in the company of strangers, he notices people appear impressed with the label clothes 
he wears. With a smile, he recounted what happened one time when he was out with 
friends in a Mongkok shopping arcade. "We were inside a lift, and two guys were 
looking at my shoes (it was a pair of $1,900 trendy-looking shoes he had bought a 
few months ago at Miu Miu), I heard one saying to the other: "they were not the real 
thing". I did not say anything. I would not be bothered with them. I would not tell 
them whether they were right or not because they were people who did not know 
much about designer labels." 
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Like other informants, Ah Lai feels superior in his clothes. Pointing to a D&G 
collection for the winter of 1999 that featured a special brown colour, Ah Lai said he 
is attracted to designer clothes because he feels special in them. "All clothes would be 
the same if not for the individual style and special feel those clothes provide，” he says. 
"If there is no difference, I would have bought ordinary clothes at popular stores." 
After all, the show of pecuniary capability is a status maker in Hong Kong. Because 
of that, professionals think they will be better respected by their clients should they be 
clad in designer labels. Although the label clothes may not necessarily be visible on 
the outside, they may be recognised by some; the sleek tailoring or cutting of designer 
labels could also serve as a distinctive sign. 
Business consultant Stephen, a fan ofKenzo suits, and stockbroker Alan are 
two informants who consume designer clothes for a show of respectability. Stephen 
usually takes along with him cheaper suits from G2000 when he goes on business 
trips in less developed countries in Asia, such as Thailand and Indonesia, where the 
dress code is iess formal. But when he meets clients in Hong Kong, he will put on his 
favourite Kenzo suits, believing that they will help elevate his standing in their eyes. 
Similarly, when attending functions where he will bump into big potential clients, 
another informant, Alan, usually puts on his Versace suits. He says: “I won't have the 
courage to approach them if I am not well-dressed enough, I'll feel I'm not on a par 
with them. Everyone judges others on the basis of their appearance in their first 
encounter. There is not much chance for a deep understanding of one another," he 
says. 
In Hong Kong, it seems, a predominant determining factor for one's class 
position is his economic capital, or material wealth. There is a common aspiration for 
striking it rich and people tend to ascribe a higher status to whatever goods or fashion 
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items that carry a heavy price tag. Likewise, my informants put on designer clothes as 
a way of identifying with an upper class world. When she first started working, 25-
year-old secretary, Vivian, thought the business world meant "high-heel shoes, 
handbags and nice clothes". And in the last company she worked in, a prestigious law 
firm in Central which she left three years ago, she at times spent her whole month's 
salary on designer clothes to stay on a par with her well-dressed colleagues. She 
describes those beautiful clothes as "warrior outfits", as they made her feel more on a 
par with and better positioned to mix with her colleagues. She buys much less these 
days because her present colleagues are casually dressed, unlike those in her previous 
company. Still, she shares the common thinking among people of Hong Kong that 
being well-dressed can raise someone's position or sometimes, even power. Socialite 
and charity event organiser, Susan, holds such view too. She has no doubt about the 
importance of dressing well for public fiinctions or fund-raising events. "Being well-
dressed helps. People will be willing to help you should they respect you and think 
that you are serious about your work. You have to be presentable at all times," she 
points out. “In North America, people get the same social treatment whether they are 
dressed beautifully or not, in Hong Kong, people treat you nicer the more beautifiilly 
dressed you are.，， 
The tendency of using designer clothes as a tool for social differentiation is 
evident on another informant, taxation consultant Mrs Yip, a return migrant from 
Canada. She also sees a superior value in them, which makes her think that they make 
good rewards for a period of hard work. Again, the reason she thinks they are worth 
pursuing is because they are a symbol of the upper class. "They look high class. I'd 
feel happy walking down the street carrying a designer bag,"she says. "It's the same 
for guys who buy nice cars for themselves as a kind of reward for themselves." 
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Having lived in Canada for 20 years, she says immigrants from Hong Kong have 
brought in the fashion-conscious culture to Canada. The migrants are more often 
better dressed than native Canadians, she notes. And she feels the pressure to dress up 
now back in Hong Kong. 
It is not for utilitarian functions that people buy the pricey items. Rather, as in 
the case of my informants, they are in pursuit of a distinctive look. The case of Ben, a 
loyal fan ofPrada products, and others show that people buying designer clothes are 
concerned that what they wear are recognised by others. Ben said he favoured a pair 
of $2,000 shoes he bought at Prada even though they are uncomfortable to wear. What 
matters most, he says, is that they look cute and beautiful. He notes: “I just wear them 
when I am not required to walk much to a destination, say from a car park to a 
supermarket." Novel, beautiful products are important for they give him a sense of 
distinction out of the fact that they are not within the reach of many others; even 
people who can afford them may not necessarily have the taste for them. Hence he 
also talks with pride about a silk shirt he got from Versace a few years ago for 
$10,000, which he likes very much. He emphasised the shirt's complex production 
process, saying: “You know, there had to be an artist who drew the pattern on the silk 
cloth, then someone had to choose the right colours, dyeing materials, making sure the 
colours did not bleach or damage the silk cloth. It was also difficult to sew silk cloth. 
You have to use special threads and sewing machines." Novelty and beauty are 
important properties in today's culture that emphasises taste, a key property that 
makes distinctions between people. Hence during our interview, watch factory owner 
Peter pointed to the dark Armani suit with only one button on that he was wearing: 
"See this is typical of Armani jackets, with only one button on. I can tell easily 
whether someone is wearing Armani or not just by the look of his outfit. You can tell 
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easily say from its well-fitting long-length jackets that cover one's hips, or trousers. 
They do not look as extreme as clothes from Gucci. They've got a classical touch." 
Understandably, the less commonly seen they are, the stronger one's feeling of 
distinction derived from European designer clothes. It is important to divorcee 
socialite Maria, a devotee of Hermes and Chanel now in her 50s, that what she wears 
are noticeably different from what is worn by the average population. So when she 
goes on her annual shopping trips to Europe, she always asks sales staff in the 
boutiques she goes to whether the clothes she has set her eyes on are available in 
Hong Kong. “I won't buy them if the answer is 'Yes'", she says. Dressed in a 
creamy-white Chanel jacket above tight Prada pants and shoes at the cocktail party 
opening of the Chanel flagship store in Prince's Building, Central, last September, the 
slim woman is open about her fascination with designer labels, describing them as 
"somehow very attractive" and takes pride in her wardrobe which is filled with 
Versace, Prada, Dior, Armani and other labels. And her perception of "good clothes" 
as a symbol of distinction can be seen in her identification with the founder of Chanel, 
Coco Chanel, also a global icon of fashion with the reputation of having liberated 
French women from physically-constraining outfits early this century. "She is my 
biggest idol. She is elegant, talented and born to be a fashion designer." 
The cost aside, wearing clothes that lag behind fashion trends is looked upon as 
a sign of social inferiority. Hence the reason why Peter likes Armani clothes, known 
for their sleek tailoring, fluid fabrics and also simple, classical styles, is because they 
do not look out of date. This is high investment value to him as he can wear his old 
suits from time to time. Mindful of not falling behind trends, he will not appear in 
designer clothes that look noticeably outdated since that would cause him to stand out 
in bad light. He said he would not wear such trendy items as the purple shirt and 
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cashmere sweater he bought from Prada last year again, as "people would know just 
by the look of them that they are from last year." 
While socialites and top-income earners cite longstanding big-name labels 
including Hermes, Salvatore Ferragamo, Chanel, Armani, Fendi and others as their 
favourites, informants from more ordinary backgrounds invariably opt for cheaper but 
nevertheless well-known European labels such as Prada, Miu Miu, Dolce and 
Gabanna, and Versus, which, according to chief editor of the popular Harper's Bazaar 
fashion magazine (Hong Kong edition), are the five hottest labels in Hong Kong in 
recent years, together with the new, up-and-coming Japanese label A/T. This suggests 
that people are more inclined towards well-admired labels than the lesser known ones, 
due to their commonly recognised status in the Hong Kong society. 
In their pursuit of an elegant, refined image (which is described by Bourdieu as 
"true luxury"), or desire to stay on top of trends, the female informants seem to care as 
much as the males about looking their best and different from those with limited 
means or fashion-related knowledge. Expressing concerns like being able to "carry a 
label off，, creating a "total look" or showing individuality, they are indeed more 
inclined towards clothes that serve to differentiate them at the social level. Chapter 
Five and Six will further explore the link between being fashionable and the cultural 
game of status. 
The social meanings of Qizhi 
One other area that my informants seek to excel over others has to do with the 
concept of heijat in Cantonese or qizhi in Mandarin - meaning a person's disposition 
or quality - commonly raised in their conversations about clothes. In their view, this 
individual quality has an effect on how well one looks in the clothes she wears. It is 
used by socialite Lily and a few others in distinguishing between people who look 
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fabulous in designer clothes and those who do not. It has to do with the impression 
one gives from the way he or she looks. Like fancy clothes, it is well-taken as a 
reflection of one's social and economic background, and hence, a sign of personal 
distinction. Informants who are employers take pride in their particular qizhi, as much 
as the expensive clothes they wear. 
When asked if she minds being seen in the same outfit as someone else, public 
relations professional Mary answers firmly: "It never happened to me, but I guess I 
wouldn't mind even if that happened because our qizhi would be different. The same 
outfit on me would look different from the other person." Equally confident about her 
look, socialite Lily distinguishes herself from others who also share her taste for 
designer fashion by saying; “Each person has a different feel. Qizhi is very important. 
Some wear beautiful clothes but it's no use because they have no qizhi. It makes a 
difference whether your person is overshadowed by the clothes you wear or the 
clothes you wear become a natural part of you." 
Qizhi is also brought up in comments on whether one can "carry a label off，， 
or has the look for contemporary styles. Says Mary: “There are only a minority of 
people who can bring out the style of a particular design. For the European labels, the 
designs are not primarily for Asians; our figure and qizhi are different from 
Europeans. There are only a few who can bring out the best of those designs. There 
are so many people who look terrible in D&G." 
Whether linked to one's choices of clothes or the way she mixes and matches 
various items, her physique or facial features, someone with the right qizhi for 
designer clothes is, nevertheless, regarded as having a superior look and personal 
distinctiveness. As Pat says: "You have to be modem-looking to fit those clothes; just 
a change in hairstyle won't do. It depends a lot on the look of the person, it makes no 
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difference if you have put on make up. You may just come across as a gold-plated 
doll with nothing underneath." Above all, whether they derive their sense of 
distinction from their garment alone or their garment and qizhi, devotees of designer 
fashion share one thing in common - they are key players in a status hierarchy that 
they may or may not be aware of, in the particular setting of a materialistic society 
like Hong Kong. The better-dressed one is, and the better qizhi one has, in the sense 
of looking upper-class or up-to-date, the stronger sense of status one has in her social 
world. In the cultural setting of Hong Kong, she may indeed be treated socially far 
better than those who look relatively ordinary. 
Quest for Authenticity 
As a channel for obtaining personal prestige and status，label clothes are 
distinguishable from ordinary or counterfeit clothes, be they in style, cutting, quality 
of the fabric, details or just actual price, all of which could be a source of pride to 
many. What is also important is that they are the original goods, and not the 
counterfeit versions of brand name bags, shoes or garments that are in vast supply in 
places like the Ladies' Market in Mongkok or across the border in Shenzhen, where 
counterfeit designer clothing and fashion accessories are on prominent display inside 
shops in the vicinity of the Immigration and Customs building. Influenced by a 
culture that makes distinctions among people on the basis of their financial capability, 
my informants like to be seen in real label clothes rather than counterfeit items. The 
quality of the materials used, the cutting and workmanship are tell-tale signs of 
counterfeit products even though it could be difficult to tell the difference between 
some high-standard imitation items and the real ones. 
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In order to project a professional image, personnel consultant Peggy shuns 
wearing fake items. She will be highly embarrassed too if her clients find her wearing 
them. The few counterfeit items she has from Shenzhen include a fake Fendi lipstick 
holder and Chanel coin bag, small items that people would not notice they are fakes or 
not. “If I am buying fake goods, Fd only go for those that look very much like the real 
things, ril check carefully how the stitches are done, how the label looks like and the 
zipper used," she said, sounding like an expert in high fashion items. "They are areas 
that give away clues on whether it is a real thing or not. And I won't go for the 
immensely popular Fendi baguettee bags (the tiny handbags with short straps that 
have seen soaring sales in Hong Kong over the past two years and spawned the sales 
of similar-style bags in many ordinary stores and up-market department stores like 
Seibu and Lane Crawford) because there are just too many counterfeit versions of 
them, and too many people are carrying them. People would think you're carrying a 
fake one even if yours is real." Sticking to the real thing helps her maintain her sense 
of status. As Bourdieu (1984:250) notes, the opposition between the ‘authentic，and 
the 'imitation' , 'true' culture and 'popularisation' are but part of a cultural game that 
revolves around status or distinctive value. 
Such cultural game definitely exists in highly capitalistic Hong Kong. As the 
Swank Shop's David Hong says: “Someone who is dressed in a counterfeit garment 
can be given a higher respect by people who cannot tell what is real and what is not. 
But for people who can afford the real thing, they will continue to buy because the 
goods are a source of confidence to them." Either having few financial obligations 
towards the family or a lot of cash at their disposal, my informants all favour the real 
items and shun locally-made clothes. 
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Since 1991, Peggy has had a habit of collecting designer fashion accessories; 
she has now 30-odd pieces of fashion accessories, mostly handbags, from various 
European luxury brands which she carries mainly for work. Her accumulation of these 
pricey items, however, stem from her desire to have at least one item from each 
famous brand. The items she now has are mostly handbags, usually of dark colours 
that match easily with her suits. The sense of distinctiveness associated with the 
authentic goods comes from the fact that they are true imports from the world's 
fashion capitals. The place of origin of the goods apparently serves as a sign of 
prestige and exclusivity. And public relations professional Mary has a habit of 
shopping for clothes in Europe. She not only prefers famous labels with long tradition 
of workmanship, such as Gucci from Italy and Nina Ricci from France, but also rare 
items like antique-style clothes modelled after those from the Edwardian era which 
she says looks really elegant. “I would definitely not go all the way to Shenzhen to 
buy fake Prada or other counterfeit items," she says. 
Ah Lai, who had a habit of going shopping at designer boutiques with his 
mother when he was in his early teens and now shops alone in Landmark once every 
two weeks, shuns clothes with a "Made in Hong Kong" label. "You feel better with 
the “Made in Italy” label, it refers to European goods at least. If it's something made 
in Hong Kong, no different from Giordano, why should I buy it?" he asked, 
expressing little interest in such diffusion lines as CK Calvin Klein or Armani 
Exchange, which he says firmly are made in Hong Kong, not imported from Italy. 
He added: “I can tell the difference between a Jean Paul-Gaultier T-shirt made in Italy 
as opposed to one that was made in Japan. The Japanese one I saw was $200 - $300 
cheaper, but made with a thicker material, which made it less comfortable. The Italian 
one has got a better colour tone ” 
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Also, my informants attach a higher value to creations by internationally-
famous designers. A slim and trendy looking business executive, Carly, who names 
Donna Karan and Giorgio Armani as her favourite designers, expresses a dislike for 
designer T-shirts with a big logo in front that are usually produced in large numbers. 
To her, they are just “a mass number of white T-shirts emblazoned with the same 
logo". Instead, she is pleased with a skirt bought at the Donna Karan shop, not its 
diffusion line DKNY, for under $2，000, which was well within her budget. She also 
bought a pair of pants and a dress from Armani Exchange, a causal wear diffiision line 
of GA, but not T-shirts with a big AX logo in front. What she treasures most is the 
GA suit she bought three years ago which, she said, has a really good cutting and is 
truly the work of the famed Italian designer. “I am not so impressed with his diffusion 
line, Emporio Armani," she added. “I don't think it's designed by him. It's 
meaningless to buy clothes that are mass-produced and sold at a hefty price. If you are 
buying designer fashion, if s only worth the money if you're buying the real thing. 
Like when buying from Christian Dior, it's only worth it if it's a haute couture piece, 
not a T-shirt bearing a CD logo. Since you are spending so much money, you may as 
well make the most of it." 
Views given by her and Ah Lai imply a hierarchical scale in the fashion 
system, in which clothes are classified into high and low categories on the basis of 
their price; the most expensive ones, that is the original items from the main lines 
produced by internationally-known designers are at the top of the scale, followed by 
diffusion lines that are above what is perceived to be uncreative，mass produced T-
shirts that simply bear a designer logo. Of course, clothes unconnected to any 
designer label are at the bottom of the scale, and have little, if not any significant 
value for people wearing them. In contrast, the latest styles from leading designers 
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command the strongest respect. Designer items carry social prestige since they denote 
exclusivity; their heavy price tags naturally mean demand for them will be limited as 
not many will be willing to pay for them regardless of how much they appeal to 
people, and hence they will only be made in limited quantities. Their social value lies 
in their limited supply. Top labels are given the highest social prestige, similar to that 
enjoyed by haute couture in the past. My informants think they get the best value for 
money buying them. 
As an archetypal product of capitalism, fashion lives through constant creation 
of new styles, which keep the fashion-conscious public constantly in pursuit of 
changes. The notion successfully instilled by the advertising industry that it is an 
indispensable element of modernity causes many to be enthralled by the promise of 
novelty. Modern consumers are seeking their identities in new and trendy styles, 
looks, attitudes, being fearful of looking out-of-date or unfashionable (Kellner, 1995; 
264). They are also filled with "restlessness, an openness to new experience, and 
fascination with the new，viz., a rather generalised cultural disposition to ‘keep 
abreast of the times" (Davis 1992:117). 
Carly's concern for "making the most of it" implies a desire to achieve a high 
social status or elicit the most social admiration by appearing in the best clothes, 
which, in the context of Hong Kong, would mean creations with much input from 
internationally known designers, not their staff. A similar desire for this sort of 
distinction is expressed by Peter, 40, the devotee of Giorgio Armani jackets and other 
such clothing. “I would go for the flair and distinctive styles offered by various labels, 
such as the fleece ski jacket that Polo Ralph Lauren is known for, and I won't buy 
designs from say Prada that have been widely copied and sold on the streets. You 
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have got to make the most out of a label, like if you want jewellery, you'd go to 
Tiffany.，， 
Both Carly and Peter do not go for any big alterations to the designer clothes 
they buy, as any change would mean a distortion of what is viewed as a rare, 
important piece of "creative work". For the sake of obtaining the most prestige out of 
an original, authentic item, they are prepared to pay a price. “I buy whatever I like and 
can afford. I can save hard, for example, by having wanton noodles for lunch to buy a 
pair of few-thousand-dollar pants. But I can be strict in my choices, I won't buy it if it 
requires even slight alteration," says Carly. Peter only accepts slight alterations in the 
length of sleeves or trousers. While talking favourably about the well-known brand 
Hugo Boss, he says he would not buy its clothes because they are meant for taller, 
well-built men, not people with a round figure like his. And, of course, he would not 
like to see major alterations to whatever label items he buys. 
Copy versions of designer clothes, though not counterfeits, have little value as 
well due to their lack of originality or authenticity that gives rise to a sense of 
distinctiveness. They are rated lowly by my informants. Whether opting for 
flamboyant or subdued styles, they are primarily after looks that set them apart from 
the ordinary public. Being invariably lower-priced and often easily affordable by 
many, the copy versions hardly impress them. 
Hence in talking about their shopping habits, four informants make a 
distinction between clothes from their favourite labels and the lookalikes sold at other 
boutiques or popular chain stores. The business executive, Carly, shuns mass-
produced, fashionable clothes that copy the designs of top labels, citing the example 
of beaded garments, widely sold during the latter half of last year, that follow the so-
called "glam-rock" style created by Gucci's Tom Ford early in the year. The trendy-
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looking, self-proclaimed individualist Ben, 30, says he will not buy from Calvin Klein 
because it is no different from G-2000 (a garment chain store with manufacturing 
base in the mainland). “I don't want to be a stupid consumer; I take into 
consideration my age，my height and size in choosing what to wear, and also whether 
the item available is rare." 
A regular customer at the Emporio Armani boutique in Central for the past six 
years, reporter Angel is one of the many informants who likes to shop for designer 
clothes when on holiday in Europe. She says this way she has a better choice of 
designs from various labels and at cheaper prices, taking advantage of the gap in 
value between the Italian liras and the Hong Kong dollar, lower retail prices there and 
tax exemptions for tourists in Europe. She deliberately visited the Giorgio Armani and 
other designer boutiques in Milan (she also looked for designer clothes in Tokyo). But 
even when overseas, one designer whose items she would not buy is Calvin Klein. 
She says matter-of-factly: "He copies Armani's designs, Armani hates him." Like 
Carly and Peter, she pays similar attention to appearing in an original, authentic 
design, despite the price. The same goes for Ah Lai, the university student. During our 
interview, he mentioned a wind jacket he had seen at Giordano that looked exactly the 
same as one at Prada which cost more than $2,000. He won't buy either one of them, 
saying the one at Prada is not worth the price and came on to the market much later 
than the one at Giordano. “I had seen the one at Giordano a long time ago," he says. 
By making the distinctions between original and non-original, local and international, 
people like him derive a sense of distinction by being discriminating buyers, sticking 
to what is socially seen as the higher-end, more costly, original items from the world's 
fashion capitals. 
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Above all, the informants cited are seeking to project themselves socially as 
privileged individuals through a display of uncommon clothes. They feel superior, 
either for being rich, a professional or able to afford the real thing. As suggested by 
Bourdieu，goods can serve as distinctive signs and the representation that individuals 
and groups project through their practices，such as way of spending, is an integral part 
of social reality. A class is defined by its consumption, said Bourdieu (1984). 
Regardless of what styles he goes for, a person is conforming with an upper class 
image when he or she is drawn to rare, authentic imported label clothes that are not 
commonly seen on the streets. 
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Chapter V Good Clothes and a Good Living 
Like many in today's world, my informants attach a great deal of value on a 
consumption-led lifestyle, adopting the view that buying goods they are attracted to 
(though not necessarily need) amounts to a form of enjoyment and somehow gives 
meaning to their life. Designer clothes are one type of goods that are well-associated 
with a good living. In a place like Hong Kong where personal appearance is taken 
very seriously, consumers attach a lot of importance to how they adorn their body. 
Despite the various styles they opt for, whether extravagant or "ordinary-looking", my 
informants are very conscious about the way they look and take pride in the fact that 
they are clad in pricey clothes, thereby regarding access to designer label clothes as 
integral to a good living. 
Socialite Lucy, who must buy a few items from the top label Chanel every 
year，thinks she would miss out on a good life should she fail in getting hold of certain 
clothes. She says: "My goal in life is to have fun and enjoy whatever I have. I have 
been able to afford clothes of various labels and that shows my standard of living is 
improving." Mary, the public relations professional, has no qualms about spending 
money on top-priced labels such as Salvatore Ferragamo and Hermes (where a pair of 
pants costs between $5,000 and $10,000)： "I don't care about spending several 
thousand dollars on a piece of clothing. You wouldn't mind if you can afford it. It's 
for your enjoyment after all ” 
Stockbroker Alan, who likes to splash out on designer clothing after making 
good gains from the stock market, also thinks an enjoyable life is inseparable from 
consumption and not least of all, being dressed well. He says: "Usually people who 
dress smart know how to enjoy life. I bought Versace clothes as a reward for the sense 
of achievement that I obtained from work. You can make easy money from stocks, 
’t 
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you are dumb if you do not spend on brand name clothes after making some 
handsome gains." His attitude towards the designer goods show that he sees them as a 
symbol of a successfol life, as they, to him, are akin to trophy goods. Having only a 
limited number of them is embarrassing to him. When asked how many Versace suits 
he had, he replied rather sheepishly: "Only two," then added: “I will shop more after I 
have built up my foundation (i.e. having made more money). I will go to Pacific Place 
and look for the good ones that I can keep for a long period of time ” 
Expensive goods are considered good rewards for personal efforts, and being 
able to afford them are socially desirable in Hong Kong, a sign of one's ascension to 
an improved quality of living. Career woman Peggy looked excited as she talked 
about her career advancement and how she sought to identify suitable candidates for 
top banking executive jobs at interviews. As much as she is pleased with her ability at 
work, she also takes pride in her collection of high fashion goods, which are like 
"trophy goods" to her, serving as proof of her achievement at work. “To buy more 
means a continual improvement in my standard of living, or quality of life. My 
possession means to me that I have attained a certain level of income, that I am no 
worse off than before," she said. “My mother used to say to me ‘Why are you 
spending so much money on those bags?' and I said to her: 'I am using the money I 
” -- ' -
earn. 
For another informant, watch-maker Peter, the activity of shopping for clothes 
is part of his jet-setting, materialistic lifestyle, one that fills him with pride. He takes 
pleasure in going on shopping trips a few times a year，in Milan, Italy, where he says 
he can enjoy genuine Italian cuisine and indulge in shopping at various boutiques, 
with access to items that cannot be found in Hong Kong. Such a lifestyle is a 
hallmark of his high economic status. Hence he beamed with satisfaction while 
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pointing to a handmade silk tie that he bought on one of those trips. “Look at it, there 
were only 30 made. They were all hand made and each looked different. I was happy 
to have one, I felt individualistic." Possessing the rare, pricey clothes and accessories 
make him feel that he is in control and has made much out of his life. “I wore a Prada 
jacket to work yesterday, it's beautiful. I just liked to wear it even though I did not 
need to meet any client. I headed back home and changed in the afternoon. Fashion is 
like a servant to me," he emphasises. "Clothes are but a kind of accessory, you won't 
become smarter by wearing them but they can affect your mood." Material goods 
have become a key element of a good quality of life in Hong Kong, as in other 
capitalistic societies. 
It is then not surprising that former fashion editor for a woman's magazine, 
Jane, who has a habit of ordering custom-made clothes and buying from both designer 
and ordinary boutiques, describes her readers as people who know how to enjoy life 
and as a result, like designer fashion. She also perceives them to be professionals in 
their late 20s, with a certain level of income and who would have at least a few pieces 
of designer clothes in their wardrobes. She says: “It is usually people who know how 
to enjoy life who can afford high fashion. Magazines are not a kind of necessity, but 
something you use in your leisure time, like home journals." It appears to be a 
common view that the good life equates to a leisurely lifestyle, in which one not only 
has ample money but time and flexibility to choose from the vast array of costly 
styles. 
Exclusive Serv ices as Part of a Good Living 
One element of the good life comes from the process of shopping itself. 
Regular buyers of designer fashion consider themselves to be in a privileged position 
of being an elite group of customers who are showered with attention from sales staff 
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the moment they walk into a designer boutique. The attentive treatment they receive 
while shopping, as well as the free post-sales service, are part and parcel of the 
"exclusive experience'，commonly associated with consumption of designer clothing 
in Hong Kong. The customers can be highly selective, indulging in picking and 
choosing what they really like — a feeling of importance denied to many shoppers at 
ordinary stores who feel pressure rather than friendly attention from onlooking staff. 
Pat is one who enjoys just such a privilege. She receives mail notices of 
upcoming sales and new collections regularly from the Max and Co boutique in Tsim 
Sha Tsui, which sells brand name Italian clothes. When she goes there, sales staff 
come up to her offering plenty of advice on what are good buys for her. She 
emphasised how carefully she selected each time. “I have to pass judgement on them 
and only try on those that I think are good. A sales assistant may give me 20 pieces to 
choose from, and I may only try six, seven on. Then there may be two or three in the 
end that I find really suit me.” This selective buying habit is also considered as a perk, 
a privilege of shopping at designer boutiques, and distinguishable from common 
stores, with their personal, attentive service. 
The modern, classy ambiance of up-market shopping malls give customers a 
feeling of importance, that of a class of people with a certain spending power, and 
such feeling is further strengthened by the friendly relationship between the sales staff 
and the customers. Three informants said they chat freely with sales people at the 
boutiques they often go to, while another, reporter Angel is pleased that she can 
always take her Emporio Armani clothes to any EA boutique for any quick repairs 
that are needed, for example, the replacement of buttons that have fallen off. 
Ah Lai, a 21-year-old university student, who is also a VIP card holder of both 
Versace Classic 2, a diffusion line of Gianni Versace, and the Versus boutique at 
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Landmark, is flattered by the enthusiastic attitude shown at those two boutiques by 
staff who are very friendly with him, chat with him, and shower him with suggestions 
on what to and what not to buy whenever he turns up at their doors. "I feel happy 
chatting with the sales staff, males and females, and asking them to bring over various 
outfits for me to try on. I have a sense of belonging to the boutiques," he says. 
Similarly, the attentive service watch-maker Peter receives at designer 
boutiques in Hong Kong and Milan, is also so flattering to his ego that he values 
shopping there. At the few designer boutiques in Milan which he visits each time and 
is given a VTP treatment, he takes gifts for the sales assistants each time he goes there. 
"We're like friends," he notes, emphasising that shopping in Italy is part of his 
lifestyle. "When I enter the Prada boutique there, staff there immediately recognise 
me, and come to speak to me. They provide attentive service. Sales staff at boutiques 
in Hong Kong know me too，but you feel happier shopping in Italy because staff there 
are not as inclined to bombard you with suggestions of what to buy. They are as 
pleasant whether you buy anything or not." Obviously the attentive service is a reason 
for his frequent return visits, but he is not just drawn to that alone. What perhaps is 
more appealing is the overall shopping experience which reinforces his feeling of 
being an elite customer, i.e. people socially perceived as leading a good life. 
Identification With the Rich and Famous 
The strong association between expensive clothing and a good life is deeply 
rooted in the culture of Hong Kong, where people tend to look to the rich and famous 
for ideas on how to live a "good" life and to dress. Top-selling newspapers carry daily 
columns on social functions attended by high society figures and not least of all, what 
they wear. Celebrities have made headlines too when spotted in similar outfits, like in 
the case of pop singers So Wing-hong and Cheung Pak-zi who turned up at the 
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summer youth activity in the same type of shoes from Miu Miu. The Sun newspaper 
report on July 12 of last year ran a close-up picture of the shoes and a sidebar carrying 
information on the background of Miu Miu and the price range of its clothes — the 
brand attracted widespread attention after its products were associated with 
celebrities. 
Ubiquitous media reports may not be the reason for the high consumption 
level of designer clothes, even though they reflect a strong interest among the public 
for the luxury goods. The strong media attention, still, creates a social atmosphere that 
encourages their consumption, perpetuating the myth of such goods as being part of a 
superior, enviable life. The new collections of big-name labels prior to each season, 
for example, are given extensive coverage in the press. Up-and-coming labels that 
have just set up retail outlets in the city also receive a lot of attention from both the 
Chinese and English press, as in the case of Japanese labels Zucca and Boycott, which 
opened their first boutiques in Hong Kong last year with much publicity. 
Compared to many newspapers abroad, the press in Hong Kong pay far more 
attention to big-name labels, bringing a concerted message to readers not to miss out 
on trends. While celebrities' lifestyles are frequently highlighted in overseas 
magazines and newspapers such as the Toronto Star, San Francisco Examiner or New 
York Post, the media in Hong Kong appear to show greater interest in the clothes 
alone. The popular foreign newspapers seem to pay more balanced attention to 
various aspects of cultural life, offering wide coverage of artistic or leisurely pursuits, 
from music, arts, theatre, dance, or gardening to recreational activities for children. 
Instead the press in Hong Kong tend to single out fashion as a hot pursuit，providing 
details on who wears what and full-page coverage of offerings from well-known 
brands. Ming Pao’ the newspaper targetting at well-educated people, also contributes 
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to the popular trend of heavy reporting on designer clothes. Its lifestyle section 
frequently leads with a full-page report on label clothes or fashion accessories. For 
two months last summer, it ran a weekly series entitled “The Brand Series，，featuring 
the latest collections from one luxury brand each week, such as Chanel，Christian 
Dior, Salvatore Ferragamo. This may have been based on a commercial decision to 
attract advertising from the brands, yet underlying the decision is also a presumption 
about the appeal of those brands to readers. 
The preferences of the rich and successful, who more often than not favour 
designer clothes, are widely admired if not followed by people in Hong Kong. When 
asked who they regard as their role models, or people who they regard as having good 
fashion taste, my male informants cited show business figures while most female 
informants answered: "Fanny Ma", the socialite married to a banker, who is also well-
known for her extravagant taste in designer clothes. Every public function she attends 
usually attracts a large crowd of reporters and details about her outfit, and the labels 
she dresses in are often reported in the newspapers the next day. 
The two role models for beautician Pat are actress Josephine Siao Fong-fong 
and singer George Lam. These two are not very rich but as veteran pop artists, both 
have had a successful career and need not worry about making a living any more. Pat 
explains: "From the way he is dressed, I have a feeling that Lam does not lead a hectic 
lifestyle." The upper class lifestyle inspires her and other informants. "Some socialites 
buy whatever they like to wear; they can afford to spend more than $100,000 per 
season on clothes they see in magazines. I might be like them if I were rich. Since I 
am not rich, I am using my limited resources to create my own style," she says. 
Paying close attention to the newest styles promoted by leading designer labels each 
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season, she is not only after a trendy style, but more importantly, emulating the habit 
and style of the upper class by putting on clothes from world famous labels. 
Designer Fashion = Higher Level Goods 
Designer fashion in Hong Kong enjoys a high status because it signifies an 
upper-class lifestyle, with people having a taste for them being predominantly those 
of a higher economic status. It is a commonly held concept that certain kinds of goods 
fit a certain class of people. Clad in a tight-fitting black top, over a pair of grey pants 
from the Italian label Miu Miu, a sister line of Prada, Carly does not consider herself 
to be really fashionable. She explains: “To look fashionable means really following 
trends closely, it is a "high-level" thing done by people like socialites, who all put a 
ribbon in their hair when it was the trend in the spring two years ago.". 
It seems in Hong Kong, one's "level" or social standing in the eyes of others 
tends to be evaluated on the basis of one's economic capability, often perceived by 
the clothes one wears. People of a higher social status tend to have better confidence 
in the way they look. Informant Joseph, a factory owner, is one such example. He 
replied in the following when asked if he minded appearing in the same outfit as a 
member of his staff at a social occasion: "When you are at a certain level, you appear 
to others in a certain light. The effect of clothing depends very much on who is 
wearing it." His point is that even when two people appear in the same outfits, the one 
of a higher social-economic position will look better, reflecting the thinking that 
people like him is what designer fashion — commonly seen in Hong Kong as a status 
symbol — is meant for. 
It is no surprise that while buyers of designer fashion want to project an image 
of sophistication, designers draw on the appeal of the rich and famous in promoting 
their designs. In his own fashion show in 1996, local designer Leo Fan used a well-
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known banker and socialite as his model，and the reason was he thought this would 
make it easier to "create a rapport between the audience and the clothes" (South China 
Morning Post 1998). This again illustrates the importance of a high-class image for 
the designer fashion business. The Shanghai-born, American-educated Fan knows that 
his clients, many of whom are tai-tais and business executives，like to project 
themselves as a sophisticated lot, people “who have seen things, have an idea of "I 
know who I am, I know what I like", as opposed to the less well-off，sophisticated 
consumers who are merely trying to emulate the looks of singers or pop idols. For his 
clients, he says, "they won't say: ‘Oh, Sharon Stone is wearing this dress.' They'll 
say: 'Sharon Stone is wearing this brand.‘ They'll never want to look exactly like 
her." 
In emphasising their “individuality，，，his clients are above all seeking to show 
that theirs is no ordinary taste. Same for the socialites ^vho are inclined towards 
flaunting their status through classy, extravagant, or top-of-the-line outfits which are 
not easily affordable by many. Through the object of clothes, a social demarcation is 
drawn between the “haves” and the “have-nots”. Socialite Lucy, a mother of two who 
attends social functions quite frequently, harbours the thinking that the way one 
dresses has to do with the kind of life one has. She considers herself to be in a 
privileged position as she can dress in any style she fancies，unlike ordinary folks. "If 
I were an average worker, I would not pay as much attention to the clothes I am 
wearing. I couldn't afford playing with styles anyway," she says. “The people I know 
and friends I have either flexible job and do not have to wear a uniform to work or are 
tai-tais who can wear whatever they like when they are out, be it pants, dress，slip 
dress, bare-back tops, and so forth. They can choose any style they like." 
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On one occasion last year when I was browsing inside a boutique selling 
clothes from a Dutch label in the newly-built Festival Walk mall in Kowloon，a 
salesperson there strongly recommended a white cotton blouse to me, saying it was 
made in Italy and of the same stretch fabric used by Prada. It was made by the same 
factory that produced for Prada. And that the white colour was the key colour featured 
in the Chanel fashion show in Paris for its 1999 spring-summer collection. When I 
asked her if she had bought any Chanel clothes, she laughed and said: “No, I am not 
up to that level yet." I smiled back, implying there was a mutual understanding 
between us as to what she meant. As someone who grew up in Hong Kong, I began to 
realise that somehow there seems to be a common understanding here that certain 
"high level" clothes are associated with people who are well-off. A “higher cultural 
level" is a metaphor for an affluent, elitist, upper class lifestyle. People from humble 
background, such as informant Pat, a beautician making $15,000 a month, adopts the 
upper class taste for label clothes because that means to her she is leading a good life 
even as she is not from the privileged class. They use good clothes to create a sense of 
superiority for themselves. Pat said she felt good and satisfied in her favourite clothes, 
many of which were bought at the Italian boutique Max and Co: “To a large extent, 
dressing well has a great impact on me. I feel happy when I am pleased with what I 
put on my body." 
That people have a perception of certain clothes as being associated with a 
certain class has to do with the capitalist fashion industry, which makes a great effort 
creating certain images for their clothes. People's naturalised concept of a class 
hierarchy has an effect on their choice of labels; people of different socio-economic 
backgrounds opt for different labels. Account executive Sarah, for one, feels that 
clothes from such long-established brands as Chanel are not right for her, being 
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incongruent with her socio-economic status. The fashion system is by nature a system 
of classification, with certain brands being seen as designed exclusively for some and 
not others. Sarah thinks that well-established brands like Chanel or Christian Dior are 
not suitable for people from ordinary backgrounds like hers. With a laugh, she says: 
“They are not the right level of clothes for me. I think I am not up to that level yet. I 
am not in the same position as Fanny Ma, she is the queen of social 'balls'". She has 
subjected herself to a system of classification created by the world of designer 
fashion, seeing labels with different price levels as being meant for people of various 
socio-economic backgrounds. 
Other female informants such as personnel consultant Peggy expressed similar 
admiration for the trendy, glamorous look of Ms Ma. It is her huge financial 
capability, not merely her appearance, that they are impressed with. Peggy says: "She 
is tall and looks great in various designer outtits. I like designer outfits but I have not 
reached the stage of spending lavishly on them yet ” Or take 25-year-old secretary, 
Vivian, who looks to fashion and gossipy magazines, such as the popular Ming Pao 
Weekly which contains many pages of photographs of show business figures and 
celebrities, for inspirations on how to dress. She clearly aspires to the taste of 
celebrities and socialites, particularly Fanny Ma (who is tall and slim, just like her, 
which may cause her to identify with her more). “I can't afford all the clothes that 
they buy, but I can buy clothes of similar styles or mix items in a similar way as them. 
The styles are stored in my mind and will come out again when I go shopping." 
Rarely does she follow the styles of starlets, she says, because to her, “their taste is no 
different from ordinary people's". 
Various labels are imbued with various images that affect customers' decision 
on what to buy. For example, their high prices aside, clothes from long-established 
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brands such as Hermes，Christian Dior and Chanel are commonly seen as being meant 
for very wealthy people. The system of classification inherent in the fashion system is 
inscribed in the minds of the consumers, since social classifications is part of the 
social order surrounding us, providing people with "objective limits" and a "sense of 
place" in a hierarchy which leads one to exclude oneself from the goods，persons, 
places and so forth from which one is excluded (Bourdieu 1984:471). Given the 
upper class image commonly associated with them, designer clothes impose barriers 
to people who are conscious of their lower class background. Hence beautician Pat 
says she will not buy from Christian Dior even if she can afford it, as she believes the 
clothes do not suit her anyway. Basically she thinks as someone with a humble 
background, she lacks the "look" for them. “ I won't carry those labels off. With their 
flamboyant styles, they look too luxurious." Even the now popular fancy-looking 
ethnic garments, be it pants or tops, that feature beading, feathers or colourful 
embroidery, are not right for her, she thinks. "They only suit people with a noble qizhi 
(the Mandarin term meaning a person's disposition or quality), like actress Josephine 
Siao Fong-fong (the award-winning, highly-respected actress with a veteran acting 
career and a master's degree in psychology). How one looks has a lot to do with the 
feeling that person conveys to others. Say between the Chief Secretary Anson Chan 
Fang On-sang and Siao, I am sure Siao will look better than Chan should they be 
dressed in the same clothes." 
It is certainly very subjective in determining who looks better than who in what 
clothes, but the point is the social judgement of how well one looks in certain designer 
clothes depends on the images associated with those brands and the social image of 
the person. A movie star is generally perceived to be more adept at dressing well, 
bringing out the "best" of her looks, than a civil servant. In addition to that，one's 
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sense of place in a social hierarchy is a key factor in helping her decide what suits her. 
No one consumer is a totally free agent who buys whatever clothes she likes without 
being affected by the implicit cultural meanings inscribed in them. As people are 
bound by an image of a system of classification for their social world (Bourdieu 
1984), those who are not from the upper class tend not to dress extravagantly/The 
fact that people like Pat think they lack the look or noble qizhi that makes them look 
good in really expensive clothes shows a cultural understanding that only the rich 
have a certain ease or naturalness that causes them to look fit and proper in those 
clothes. This reflects a class influence on people's views on clothes, the fact that the 
public are subject to a hierarchy of taste with the dominant, wealthy class at the top. 
People's recognition of elite styles sustains the construction and reproduction of the 
system of hierarchy. 
Differentiation from the Nouveaux Riches 
It varies from informant to informant as to which designer label she or he likes 
to buy, but each person's choice somehow stems from a motivation to differentiate 
herself or himself from others with less cultural or economic capital. The different 
spending habits of different people carry symbolic meanings, reflecting differences 
between classes or fractions within a class. The spending habits of my informants, for 
example, illustrate their tendency to differentiate themselves from the nouveaux 
riches. They are engaged in a symbolic struggle to mark their status above others, 
emphasising primarily their taste, identified by Bourdieu as a classification system. 
One way stockbroker Alan uses to assert his professional status and personal identity 
is by shunning the French brand Montague (now a popular brand in China and 
available at the CRC department stores specialising in goods from the mainland in 
Hong Kong). He used to buy its clothes several years ago, but not any more now for 
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the brand has become, as he said, well-associated with the nouveaux riches and 
middle-aged men. "They are expensive but they seem to be the favourite choice of 
people who make money through illicit means, or lower-class people," says the 39-
year-old. “It's like using pens. People who use Mont Blanc tend to have a higher 
intellectual level than those using Dupont, which seems to be more favoured by sleazy 
individuals, people with tattoos on their body, people who use illicit ways to make 
money for themselves." He is also keen to project an image that tallies with his age 
and academic qualifications. On most days, he tries to project a younger look by 
wearing jackets of different colours including dark green and beige instead of looking 
like a conservative middle-aged man. When he wants to project a professional look, 
he will put on clothes he bought from Chanel, La Coste, or Versace. 
Socialites are keen to make it known that their approach to dress is different 
from the nouveaux riches. While talking about her buying habits, Susan points out 
that she shops less at designer boutiques these days. "The nouveaux riches hanker 
after designer clothes. After you've had enough of them, you like to go to cheaper 
stores like Episode (a local up-market retail chain). I buy less designer clothes now 
because I have got many from the past." Despite her lessened indulgence in designer 
clothes, the socialite, whose husband is an accountant, is still concerned about 
projecting an upper-class image. She says she does not want to look cheap in front of 
others, and apart from the fabric used, she pays attention to details in a piece of 
garment, which to her are obvious indications of the amount of effort that went into 
making the piece. Details, as Culler (1975) says, can be a tell-tale sign of costliness, a 
key difference between high and mass-produced fashion. The reason, she says, she 
likes labels such as Emanuel Ungaro and Fendi is because of the expensive, 
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glamorous materials and accessories usually used in their clothes, which help project 
an exquisite look. 
Socialite Lily, a very young-looking forty-something, is an archetypal 
example of someone who makes a clear distinction between herself and others on the 
basis of what she wears. One group she definitely does not identify with is the 
nouveaux riches. Citing the fact that she has been a consumer of designer fashion 
for more than 20 years, she says her choices of labels varies from season to season 
depending on what each offers. For last autumn, she bought Miu Miu, Prada, Dolce 
and Gabbana and John Galliano, all European brands known for their avant-garde 
designs. But of all top labels, she is not interested in Chanel and Christian Dior, 
despite their longstanding status and wide popularity. And the reason has to do with 
their great appeal to the nouveaux riches. . "People wear Chanel to show off，like 
wearing a Cartier watch," she explains. “A few years ago people who made a fortune 
from scratch would like to have a Chanel handbag. Their taste may have changed now 
with the rise of some new labels. But to have a Chanel bag is the dream of someone 
who is not born rich, something that one wants to have to create status for herself. It's 
like buying your first Mercedes." She continues, showing little admiration for 
Christian Dior: "This winter I'll wear John Galliano (who has his own collection 
while also designing for Christian Dior) but not CD, because its styles are too boring, 
the same as last year. They are no good, lag behind the trends." Socialites like her 
and Susan are trying to maintain their monopoly over the distinctive signs embodied 
in designer clothes by paying attention to details, making selective choices of 
labels, and above all, projecting themselves as true experts in good clothes. 
Lily's sense of superiority over the nouveaux riches is also derived from her 
advance knowledge about styles created by major European fashion houses for each 
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season. Several times a year she goes to Milan, Paris and Rome not just to shop but 
attend major fashion shows to see for herself what the trends will be for the coining 
season. When it comes to fashion, she says with pride, she is always ahead of others. 
“Say for fashion trends for the fall, I usually would have seen it in March." And 
unlike the nouveaux riches, she maintains, she is not being driven by a blind worship 
of famous labels, but can create a fashionable look for herself. Exuding confidence as 
she speaks, she obviously relishes her identity as someone who has long led a 
fashion-centered life, in contrast to those new to the scene. 
Like others, her strong familiarity with the capricious fashion world and the 
fashion-centered life she is well-used to causes her to feel superior to people who 
have not worn designer clothes for long. Appearing in fancy clothes, going on 
overseas shopping trips, and catching up with trends have long been a part of what she 
perceives to be a privileged life. She is so used to the high cultural status attached to 
designer fashion in Hong Kong (and she no doubt considers herself an acculturated 
individual) and the status she enjoys as a highly fashionable person that she is hardly 
conscious of or troubled by the fact that she has become a fashion slave: “There is 
nothing you can do. The way we live and dress are in a way dictated by designers." 
She went on: ‘‘When I first bought label clothes, I bought them at Joyce boutique 
when it was still in the Mandarin Hotel (in the 70s)," she notes. “As my husband 
made more money from his business, I bought more. It's nothing special. I have 
always liked beautifiil clothes." When asked if she minds her maids also have clothes 
that she has, she responds: "How can they afford the clothes I wear? Sometimes I give 
away my clothes to them." 
Being part of a select group of customers who are always on the invitation lists 
of designer boutiques for fashion shows or other social events further elevates her 
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sense of status. Having connections to the high fashion world puts her at a higher 
social standing than the nouveaux riches with far less social contacts. This also 
reflects a deep-rooted hierarchical system that is biased towards people with more 
extensive connections. With pride, Lily says: “There are a lot of people who want to 
enter this circle, to be invited to launch parties, cocktails and other fashion events, I 
am busy with those events, you know, and they cost a lot of money and time because 
you need to make yourself look good each time." 
Mentioning a dinner party hosted by the Loewe boutique for its visiting chief 
designer the next night, she is enthusiastic about attending fashion-related social 
events. Same goes for Susan, another popular socialite. "Whenever the PRs of the 
boutiques ask me to go, saying there is a lot to see at the events, I usually say yes. The 
really famous celebrities would rather go to see fashion shows in Paris or elsewhere. I 
am not a celebrity, just an average figure, and I often show up. I like to go to learn 
about new things, if you are not there, you don't know much about the latest trends," 
she says. 
Effects of Publicity Events 
Publicity events, like the annual fashion shows staged by top labels, are 
intended to create an upper-class image. Chanel opened its flagship store in Central in 
the autumn of 1999 with much fanfare, inviting hundreds of guests to a cocktail 
reception which also featured live jazz entertainment. In 1998，a preview of its 
autumn-winter collection last year was held at an avant-garde gallery in Aberdeen. 
Free, luxury coach services were provided for hundreds of invited guests and 
members of the press, who were picked up from Causeway Bay. Busloads of 
fashionably-dressed men and women enjoyed a comfortable ride to the south side of 
Hong Kong before an hour-long fashion show in the spacious, airy and predominantly 
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white gallery. Everyone was seated comfortably in rows of specially-prepared seats 
with white covers. Such VIP treatment helped project an image of class and 
exclusiveness in the minds of the invited guests. 
Afternoon tea-shows staged at upscale restaurants or hotels by such big-name 
labels' as Giorgio Armani or St John (from the United States) for their autumn/winter 
collections this year, and guests-only parties thrown at hotels by Chanel, Gucci or 
Louis Vuitton served a similar purpose. Such social activities perpetuate the image of 
the high fashion products as being part of the upper class lifestyle. It is no coincidence 
that socialites, popular social business figures and other celebrities are often invited to 
the promotional events. Celebrity endorsement of such events and their products have 
the effect of helping elevate the social status of the brands. 
The Joyce spring/summer women's and men's collection for this year was 
showcased at a special event staged in an open space at the Pacific Place. Surrounding 
the catwalk were rows of specially-arranged seats for the more than 100 guests. The 
seating arrangement differentiated the guests from the throngs of spectators who were 
standing, watching the show from either behind the many rows of covered seats 
packed near the stage or the metal railing on the upper floors. 
Even the less prominent labels, like Versus, which has retail outlets at 
Landmark and Lane Crawford, staged a classy show for its fall/winter 1999 
collection. The show, resembling a theatrical production, was held in a grand 
ballroom with special lighting, upbeat music and screens projecting scenes of 
European cities as a backdrop to the show on both sides of the stage. Guests also had 
to go through a makeshift “space tunnel" after entering the hall before they could see 
the stage. The lively, upbeat atmosphere of fashion shows and the usual cocktail 
receptions preceding them create a sense of affinity among the boutique owners and 
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their guests, usually VIP or frequent customers who are sent seasonal catalogues on 
new stocks and invitations for the events. And to reinforce the friendly tie with the 
guests, each is handed a gift as they leave at the end of the show. 
The souvenir gift given out by Miu Miu, the Italian label popular with younger 
folks and known for its novel designs, at the opening of its shop housing both men's 
and women's clothing and accessories at Landmark, was a costly treat - a Spring 
collection waistbag put inside a white nylon sac that cost $1,700. Such expensive gifts 
serve the common purpose of reinforcing the shop's status as an outlet of "high-
level", pricey goods. 
As a result of incessant marketing and advertising efforts, various brands have 
become synonymous with various styles, causing different attributes to be ascribed to 
the wearers. "Styles" such as blasts of colour and froth as described by the media as 
very “Lacroix，，，anything cool and composed as being "Armani", sexy and skinny 
jersey dresses being immediately branded as "very Gucci", while extremely plain 
clothes untainted by colour or ornament may be regarded by many as very "Jil 
Sander”，a well-known German designer (Daswani 1998) who describes her 
consumers as strong and distinctive individuals. The distinct images associated with 
different brands give people an illusion of having an individual style — indeed merely 
a style created and propagated by a brand. It is a myth of consumer culture, as 
Twitchell wrote, that "we are each separate individuals and we express this 
separateness by what we choose to buy...Of course, at the checkout line, branding 
refutes that notion" (Twitchell 1999: 197). The sense of individuality, distinction 
derived from being dressed in label clothes is hence also illusory, artificial. 
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Local Icon of Good Living - Joyce Ma 
As a pioneer of importing European fashion imports in the late 60s, Joyce Ma, 
the founder and owner of the prestigious Joyce boutique, is synonymous with a 
privileged class which enjoys a leisurely lifestyle and access to fancy clothes. The 
image of her World of Joyce boutiques here and in Taiwan rests very much on her 
longstanding position as a fashion expert, someone from a privileged background who 
supposedly knows what a good life entails, although her shrewd business sense is also 
highly recognised. Many people in Hong Kong who like designer fashion have 
shopped at Joyce, even though, unlike in the 70s and 80s, shoppers have a lot more 
designer boutiques to choose from nowadays. Still, the high status enjoyed by Ms Ma, 
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Harper's Bazaar in 1994, is a key contributing factor to the growth of her fashion 
empire, which is listed on the Stock Exchange. A typical Joyce customer in Hong 
Kong has always been seen as either a tai-tai or a professional woman in a high-
paying job (Howell 1994). 
Ms Ma's family owns the Wing On chain of department stores, and she is 
married into the family that owns another well-established department store chain, 
Sincere. She was in an advantageous position in terms of gaining the trust of her 
customers when she launched her business in the late 60s. Due to her wealthy 
background and strong ties with people in the fashion industry in Europe, when she 
set up her second outlet in 1972, she was described in a newspaper article as someone 
synonymous with quality clothes from European fashion houses (South China 
Morning Post 1972). Her elegant looks and jet-setting lifestyle helped consolidate her 
image as someone who knows how to live and dress well. 
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As time went, she became an icon in the field of fashion, credited with having 
fashion sense and superb taste, apart from being a key force behind the importation of 
European fashion culture into Hong Kong (Leigh 1990). It is because of these 
qualities ascribed to her that she is widely regarded as an authority on fashion, and the 
labels she brings in for her boutiques often attract a lot of interest from shoppers. Her 
business also thrives on her image, commonly portrayed in the media as someone 
with a taste for quality living (Ming Pao Weekly, Jan 1998). The interview carried in 
the weekly magazine, which was conducted at her Paris home located above a gallery 
also owned by her, described her in a way that once again reflected her long-standing 
position as someone devoting much attention to things to do with pleasure and leisure, 
apparently free from any worries or burdens in life: "On the streets in Milan, she 
watched everything carefully. At one point she was amazed at the delicate 
craftsmanship of a tapestry hung on the wall inside a shop she happened to see 
through the window. Then some Japanese tourists walked by carrying some shopping 
bags, she turned and looked at the bags carefiilly to see what shops they had been to." 
The 16,000 square feet concept store she opened in 1992 in Central sold not 
just fashion but a wide range of imported home products that reflected a modem, 
Europe-inspired lifestyle that Ms Ma was promoting. The shop itself was designed by 
a NewYork-based architect and interior designer who had decorated for top fashion 
houses such as Giorgio Armani, Fendi and Calvin Klein. It closed a few years later 
owing to massive losses incurred by the rapid expansion of Ms Ma's fashion empire 
in Southeast Asia. 
Today, even as Ms Ma adopts a lower profile and spends half of her time in 
Europe, leaving her daughter in charge of the administrative side of the business, her 
appeal as a fashion expert (she is still heavily involved in choosing clothes for her 
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boutiques) remains. Many of her customers are interested in the clothes in her 
boutiques because they are chosen by her in the first place. She is a model of a 
successful businesswoman for many but a large part of the success of her fashion 
empire is built on her appealing image as an upper class individual with “taste，，，who 
is well-exposed to the world of high fashion abroad. 
An Illustration of "Trickle-Down Effect” 
As much as designer fashion is associated with high living and a comfortable 
lifestyle, what happens on the fashion scene in Hong Kong also serves to illustrate the 
trickle-down effect noted by Simmel (1971) that suggests that in a socially-stratified 
society, the taste of the upper class is diffused to the stratums below, who seek to 
emulate whatever styles the upper class come up with. Such a process of diffusion 
was evident in two areas in the past year, first in the way fashion shows were 
conducted by a rising local label and secondly, in the sales of the immensely popular 
accessory item known as the pashmina shawl. 
First, the fashion show. Traditionally it has been the big labels and large 
boutiques selling European clothing, like Joyce, the Swank Shop or Lane Crawford, 
that organise seasonal fashion shows and often only the VIP customers, socialites and 
other social celebrities are invited to the glittering events. Often held in the afternoon 
over tea or in the early evening following a cocktail reception, fashion shows are a 
leisure activity well-associated with high society figures. But in trying to attract more 
customers and raise its profile, the local, medium-priced brand Miss K, which has a 
retail counter at the up-market Seibu department store, borrowed the idea and held an 
afternoon tea show together with two other beauty product companies, combining the 
event into a fashion show, make-up demonstration and skin-care talk at a Tsim Sha 
Tsui hotel in November. It was not as exclusive an event as the typical fashion shows, 
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as all regular customers at the shop received invitations and could attend as long as 
they had made a booking. This, however，shows a merchandising tactic that follows 
what is practised by companies serving well-off customers. 
A much more notable trend has to do with the craze for pashmina shawls that 
have been hugely popular since last summer. The trend for the shawls, made of goat's 
hair or a combination of silk and goat's hair was set off by tai-tais who bought them 
from India, Nepal or at private sales in social functions a few years ago. The shawls 
are also popular with shoppers in some overseas countries like the UK, but Hong 
Kong definitely has seen a big boom in sales of the shawls at designer and other 
popular boutiques. The shawls became popular with the general public following 
heavy media coverage of tai-tais and socialites wearing them at social functions last 
year and early this year, and are more widely available now. The easily 
distinguishable accessory that was the favourite of high society figures quickly 
became a sought-after item among the masses. Pashmina shawls of all kinds, with 
varying amount of silk and wool, as well as shawls made of inferior materials have 
flooded the market. Special sales were also held at hotels specially on imports from 
India and Nepal, ranging in price from just under $1,000 to more than $10,000. 
And in line with the idea of the trickle-down effect theory, the rich may seek 
to distance themselves from the trend once it has filtered down to the stratum below. 
Not all socialites shun wearing pashmina shawls now, but one informant, Lily, 
certainly does. The highly fashion-conscious socialite describes herself as among the 
early users of the even more expensive shahtoosh shawls made from the hair of 
Tibetan antelopes that were introduced into Hong Kong much before the pashmina. 
Two years ago she began wearing pashmina when shahtoosh shawls were banned as 
they were made from an endangered species. She said at the time, pashmina shawls 
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were sold at a higher price and only to a select group of customers at parties or 
exclusive shows. “The tai-tais have been wearing them for the past three years," she 
said. "People became aware of them after they read newspaper reports on what the 
tai-tais and other social figures wore at functions or balls. You see those reports every 
day in newspapers." 
Now, she does not wear them anymore. She says: “I quite like them, but I am 
not a person who likes wearing shawls. I'd just go for a sleeveless top, there is no 
need for me to cover my arms, I don't like carrying a shawl around either.” Also the 
owner of a boutique selling European clothes, she says she will stop selling the shawls 
when they become available at street stalls in Lee Yuen Street, a shopping area in 
Central that is popular with bargain hunters. 
Like label clothes, the trendy, expensive shawls are used as a means of 
differentiating oneself from the less trendy lot or people with less spending power. 
When their use for social differentiation is lost, or as Lily says, either when the shawls 
go out of fashion or become easily affordable and seen everywhere, they will cease to 
enjoy such high monetary value. They will not even be considered as potential gifts. 
People in Hong Kong who aspire designer clothes regard them as a sign of a 
superior living; the warm, attentive service offered by sales people at design 
boutiques give them a feeling of being privileged customers. A strong association 
between designer clothes and the upper class, reinforced by rampant media reports on 
the outfits of the rich and famous, and the upper class image created by the designer 
fashion industry, is deeply rooted in the minds of many in Hong Kong. Hence having 
no access to designer clothes is seen as a sign of deprivation, which must be rectified 
if one is to live a comfortable, quality living. 
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Chapter VI Clothes and Oneself 
A person's sense of identity or selfhood in the modern world is subject to 
various influences at various levels, from the cultural-shaping that takes place during 
socialisation to influences from changing cultural forces including those unleashed by 
globalisation up for grabs in the cultural supermarket (Mathews 1999). Hong Kong 
people, especially the post-war generation, have largely been under the influence of 
social values emphasising the ability to strike it rich and create status for themselves. 
In line with Hong Kong's status as a modern, international city, they are prone to 
seeking identification in the easily available Western product of fashion, in trying to 
create a modern, sophisticated identity for themselves. 
The widespread flow of global information in Hong Kong, including the 
increasingly frequent, up-to-date media reports on seasonal fashion shows in Paris, 
Milan, New York and at times, Tokyo, provide further incentive for people to keep up 
with the overseas trends, in ways that fit in with their own creation of identity as 
modern or elite consumers. The strong flavour of internationalism embedded in 
foreign clothing, and the heavy emphasis on stylish self-presentation and individuality 
in the advertising and promotion of brand name clothes construct a modern, 
cosmopolitan identity. The adornment of one's body with designer fashion, after all, 
represents a lifestyle choice, one that stresses a person's openness to global trends. 
Such openness carries much weight in Hong Kong because it amounts to a sign of 
superior status, differentiating one from people who lack the cash or time to stay up-
to-date with international trends. Trend-conscious people in Hong Kong also attach 
importance to carving an identity as modern individuals, as a social image of lagging 
behind trends is a negative one, to the extent of being synonymous with a personal 
sense of inferiority in this globalised age, especially in a cosmopolitan city that prides 
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itself on being a notable member of the international community, and a place of 
growth. That is not all. The creation of identity as modem, cosmopolitan individuals 
is all the more important in Hong Kong, compared to other developed regions, owing 
to the “collective culture" prevalent across Asia that motivates people to seek social 
approval and status in their mode of consumption (Schutte 1998). There is a strong 
quest for status among Asian consumers, Schutte says, due to the strong cultural 
orientation towards a collective rather than an independent self, that places much 
value on recognition and admiration from others instead of mere self-fulfillment or 
enrichment. The high degree of conformity to international trends among consumers 
of high fashion in Hong Kong indicates a strong tendency to seek social recognition in 
the way one dresses. The common concern for having an individual style among my 
informants is but an indication of their conformity to a key fashion norm. 
On the other hand , this chapter will also discuss how designer clothes serve to 
consolidate people's identities as modern men and women by reinforcing the 
contemporary cultural ideals of masculinity and femininity. An evidence of this 
comes from the strong emphasis by designers on woman's body shape, and other male 
and female characteristics. As pointed out by Grazia (1996: 80), consumption is a 
gendered practice, and one that allows for the social reproduction of stereotypes of 
masculinity and femininity. Various authors from feminist writers Sherry Ortner and 
Harriet Whitehead (1980) to others like Bocock (1993) and Craik (1984) also stand by 
the idea that such notions as maleness and femaleness, of the female or domestic 
domain and the male or public domain, are artificial in nature, a mere product of 
social and cultural processes. The different styles in men's and women's fashions 
create different senses of identities among men and women. 
Clothes as an Extension of Self 
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In the context of Hong Kong, however, designer clothes are important to 
image- or status-conscious men and women, to the extent of having a great impact on 
their self-perception and self-esteem. To my informants, they are not merely tools to 
impress others but an extension of one's self. Hence they generally take pride in their 
collection of clothes, seeing their wardrobes as some kind of personal treasures. They 
are important to them not so much because of the money they spent on them, but 
because of the symbolic meanings attached to the clothes. 
Several informants expressed delight at the mere sight of their pricey 
collections, including newly-bought items and those from previous years that have not 
been worn for a long time. Reporter Angel, feels in a good mood when dressed in 
clothes she likes, derives much satisfaction from the sight of her label clothes and the 
quality service extended to her by sales staff at shops selling them. "There are some 
new clothes in my wardrobe that are just there, have never been worn. I have 
forgotten about them. Will I feel bad about that? No, you are happy just to look at 
them." 
One woman informant said her thirtysomething daughter regards her own 
Chanel clothes from six, seven years ago as her own classic collection, not willing to 
part with them at all. The woman herself, Maria, who is divorced from a wealthy 
entrepreneur, also attaches importance to keeping herself looking beautiful by buying 
label clothes every month. Her look is crucial to her self-image. “I liked beautiful 
clothes when I was a child," she says. "My mother liked to look beautiful. She used to 
sew for me and my sisters. I remember when I was 14，there was a party at my home 
and she made a flowing dress for each of us, one in pink, the others in light blue and 
yellow. We were so beautiful, everyone complimented greatly on how we looked." 
Because of the economic recession, she buys less of the expensive clothes she may 
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only wear a few times and she also gets rid of clothes she no longer wears through 
second-hand clothes sales, but being dressed in label clothes is as important to her as 
ever. The appeal of famous labels has not waned. "When I put on a Chanel," says the 
middle-aged woman, “I feel it's worth buying three less clothing items to have it. I 
like its workmanship and long-lasting value." Chapter Six will further explore the 
issue of famous labels and their link to the cultural conceptions of taste and beauty in 
Hong Kong. 
Women, in particular, report feeling happier and more self-confident when 
they are better-dressed — partly caused by the fact that people in Hong Kong are 
judged by others pretty much by what they put on their bodies. Women are 
particularly concerned about appearance because in today's materialistic age, 
women's worth is predominantly tied to how well they look. They experience a 
stronger sense of worth when basked in admiration and praise from others. They also 
feel a rise in status when they can afford a higher level of spending, on goods that 
supposedly enhances the way they appear to others. The account executive, Sarah, 
feels an affront to her self-image when dressed in low-priced clothes. She said she 
could no longer go back to ordinary clothes or accessories, definitely not those from 
Lee Yuen Street, because the cheaper goods now make her feel inferior. “I don't feel 
comfortable carrying a fake bag; it just does not seem to fit me. I feel inferior in it." 
She is an example of someone who sees high quality goods as crucial to her social 
presentation and derives satisfaction from looking "good". 
Similarly, watch manufacturer Peter derives a feeling of prestige from his 
Armani clothes, which he strongly recommends for what he calls are their soft, 
quality fabric, cutting and not-too-avant garde style. Still the key reason lies in the 
cultural association between good clothes and social respectability. He makes no 
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bones about the fact that he ascribes qualities to a person on the basis of what they 
wear, saying: “There are clothes that because of their poor tailoring and material, 
cause their wearer to appear in a bad light, while other people look the reverse in 
certain clothes; there seems to be a perfect combination between the person and the 
well-made clothes she or he is wearing." 
The Quest for "High Culture" 
There is a common, notable quest for a modern, trendy appearance among my 
informants, given their strong, persistent habit of reading through international 
fashion magazines and watching television programmes on major fashion shows. A 
common motivation in creating a modern, cosmopolitan identity for themselves is the 
common perception of international trends being part of "high culture", a higher level 
of sophistication. Someone well-versed with global culture enjoys a higher social 
standing than one who is more familiar with local culture only. Being a cosmopolitan, 
someone who, as defined by Hannerz (1990), is at home in world culture rather than 
in the local culture. It certainly fills one with a sense of pride, as revealed by socialite 
Lily. She says: “If you are wearing anything that has an international appeal, that 
shows you have culture, you are on the international scene. Through the clothes you 
buy, you are likely to get recognition as someone who leads a jet-setting lifestyle." 
The strong anxiety among consumers in Hong Kong about lagging behind or 
being seen as lagging behind global trends is reflected in their high degree of 
conformity with the latest fashion styles. Fashion buyers in Hong Kong have pointed 
to the lack of "personal style' among consumers of designer fashion, unlike in other 
big cities. While being highly sensitive towards international trends, local consumers 
are notably inclined towards copying the fashion "norm" at a particular time (So 
1999). Most of my woman informants, indeed, are keen on following international 
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trends by reading international fashion magazines regularly. Fashion editor of 
Harper's Bazaar (Hong Kong edition) Vivien Mak calls the five most popular Italian 
labels in Hong Kong of the past two years "really good stuff，. “They are part of the 
international trends," she explains, agreeing with the high cultural value placed on 
internationalism in Hong Kong. It is difficult to tell to what extent people's taste is 
dictated by what they read, but the continual wide media attention to the popular 
brands imply a rather substantial interest in them among the readers. Ms Mak is 
convinced about the strong passion for information on international fashion trends 
among her readers. “They like to learn from them," she says. 
Hong Kong shoppers are strongly conscious about what is in vogue abroad, 
because of their strong concern for keeping up with the latest trends on the world 
stage. Several informants also consider latest fashion ideas from abroad as the key to 
"dressing well". Television fashion programmes such as CNN's Style is a popular 
choice for informants, including beautician Pat, public relations company owner Mary 
and socialite Susan. They tend to follow styles carried in fashion catalogues mailed to 
them each season by boutiques or media reports. "I like the creamy white colour that 
is a trendy colour for this winter," said Mary during our interview in December, 
1998. “It is really beautifiil and I have got a few items that are of that colour." 
Socialite Susan's shopping habit is driven by a similar concern for what is in 
vogue on the international scene. She says: "I must read all fashion magazines when I 
have my hair done at beauty salons. I keep in mind what I have seen, how one item is 
matched with another, and when I go shopping, I will buy similar items to create 
outfits similar to those worn by models ” Beautician Pat calls spending time on 
fashion magazines and television shows a worthwhile investment as she can obtain 
ideas for dressing from them. More importantly, she believes she cannot get it wrong 
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drawing from the inspirations of world-class designers. "Top designers must have 
done a lot of hard work, and know how to match various colours and textures well. 
Reading and combining their ideas help me make better choices on my own." Her 
total confidence in internationally-acclaimed designers is reflected in the sharp 
distinction she makes between them and others. She says she does not expect to be 
inspired by ordinary passers-by on the street. "What good does it do for me to look at 
people on the street for ideas? There are only 10 out of 1,000 people out on the street 
whom I'll find attractive, and worthy of a second glance." 
In trying to keep up with "top" trends, people are seeking to conform to 
mainstream standards created by the fashion industry, which have become the 
commonly held standards for good style and taste in the post-modem, capitalist world 
in which looking fashionable is highly valued and appealing personal images are held 
sacred. It is by conforming to those standards that buyers of designer fashion feel 
assured of social recognition for their “taste”. In reality, such taste is but a product of 
the fashion industry, dictated largely by key players in the Eurocentric-fashion 
industry. 
A reason modem designs are seen as a sign of high culture stems from the 
common perception of internationally-known designers such as Issey Miyake, Giorgio 
Armani, Calvin Klein, the late Gianne Versace or Coco Chanel, as being icon figures 
synonymous with progress and creativity. Giorgio Armani, for example, was credited 
with the novel concept of creating a soft look for men's suits in the 1980s, doing away 
with the traditional elements of shoulder padding and lining. "Nobody else was doing 
it at the time, and nobody would wear a suit with no pads and which looked flat with 
no lining," claims Joyce's Ms Mountricha. “He is a master in doing that new design, 
people began to like his style of understated elegance since the 80s, it is a timeless 
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style." How creative or original each individual design is is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, but it is worth noting that the strong appeal of designer labels has much to do 
with the high social and cultural standing enjoyed by the whole design industry. 
Today, people are not simply consuming a certain style or fabric but the connotation 
of progress or distinctiveness inextricably linked to famous labels. Conformity with 
fashion trends is widely accepted because rather than being seen as commercial means 
for profit-making, fashion trends are generally accepted as a form of creative output 
and not least of all, a standard for taste. 
Many designs today are created, and presented by fashion editors and other 
people in the media industry to be vital representations of the present era. Entitled 
"The Jet Set-Modern Classics", the fashion feature on LV's spring summer 
collections that appeared in the March 1999 issue ofElle magazine was shot at the 
Chek Lap Kok airport. The newly-built state-of-the-art complex was seen as an ideal 
backdrop for the designs by the young, highly-acclaimed designer Marc Jacobs. 
“Against the background of the airport," wrote the magazine, "was a well-meshed 
combination of the modem and the classic, the hard and the soft.，，Even for a long-
standing label like LV, a modern touch is seen as crucial to ensuring the appeal of its 
clothes collection. Among its items for men last year, wrinkle-free microfibre or 
slipper-style shoes were billed as "hallmarks of modernity" (Sunday Morning Post 
1998). The vast proliferation of futuristic designs and hi-tech fabrics in designer 
fashion in the run-up to the millennium does not come as a surprise, for this is also in 
keeping with the image of fashion as a product closely tied to modernity. 
Wording used in fashion advertisements, captions or texts for fashion spreads in 
magazines also create the impression of the latest styles and designs by well-known 
labels as indispensable for a modern, distinctive look. In a statement given to the press 
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for the promotion of its ready-to-wear autumn/winter collection for last winter that 
bore a futuristic theme, given the coming of the millennnium and featured clothes 
with gold, metal, silver and sequinned effects, Chanel described its offerings as 
follows: "the essentials reviewed, indispensable, timeless ...and resolutely modern." 
Being dressed in label clothes then allows one to have a feeling of moving 
ahead with time, if not in the vanguard of things. In the case of beautician Pat, being 
in close touch with the fashion world by exposing herself to the ideas and designs of 
famous, and up-and-coming designers gives her a sense of excitement in life. She 
looks upon some fashion designers as visionaries. Commenting on the rising Belgian 
star designer Dries Van Noten whose clothes she has only seen in print and on 
television, she says: "Three years ago, in the CNN ‘Style, programme that I was 
watching, his models were already wearing the beaded ethnic garment that is all the 
rage this year. It was not a trend then but his clothes looked good and had a distinct 
feel. They won't look good on me but I appreciated their looks." The top designer 
John Galliano is equally inspiring to her; "His style is similar to D&G but of a higher 
level. I saw his haute couture show on CNN three years ago, all his models wore 
chunky bead necklaces and patches of red rouge on their cheeks. The same kind of 
make-up became popular the next year." The prominent role of overseas designers in 
setting off global fashion trends has no doubt raised the status of European label 
clothes in Hong Kong. 
On the other hand, even as the desire for fashionability inevitably results in 
wastage of clothes that were bought earlier and are now outdated, the demand for new 
items of purchase is right in line with the "live-for-the-moment-ideology" (Ewen 
1999:245) prevalent in a modem consumer society. The constant creation of novel 
styles by designers therefore appeal to their consumers who, though not necessarily 
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go after avant-garde styles, associate modernity with designer fashion, rather than the 
mass-produced, seemingly unimaginative styles widely available at street stores. 
Adopting a modern outlook is very much cherished in Hong Kong, as looking 
outdated is seen as a reflection of someone lagging behind the times, something that is 
likely to be derided in a highly materialistic society that places much value on 
constant change and acquisition of goods. In a city where personal achievement is 
measured primarily by the kind of material life one leads, the clothes one puts on also 
has a significant impact on how others judge him or her. "Looking up-to-date is very 
important," declares socialite Lucy, who makes no bones about her strong desire for 
fancy clothes. "It's the same for fashion and being a person. Why do people listen to 
news reports? It is because they want to catch up with what's happening in the world. 
People should be forward-looking, you won't listen to the news of a decade ago. It's 
the same for fashion, you want to follow the trends. I seldom look back to the past 
myself," she said. "When a label becomes a hit, I would find out what its clothes are 
like and see whether they suit me. Some labels do not suit me, like Issey Miyake, 
which make me look like a mummy. But if it's a really hit label, I'll buy one or two 
tops still to match with other clothes. If the styles really suit me, then I'll buy more." 
The widely recognised modern edge in designer clothes carries value 
regardless of a company's culture. In fact，for business executive Carly, her boss and 
fellow colleagues at an airline company dress so casually that she is careful not to 
overdress, for example, by turning up in distinguishable Prada jackets. Adopting 
modem-looking styles, however, remains important to her as the process of picking 
and choosing from various styles gives her a sense of being an individualist. This is 
despite the fact that her individualist look is still based largely on the prevailing 
standards of fashionability. "I prefer to look up-to-date because we are people of the 
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present era and are supposed to share its values. Looking up-to-date is one element 
that makes one look beautiful. The standards for attractiveness differ from era to era, 
after all." 
Local fashion designer Allan Chiu, who tailor-makes clothes for a mostly 
female clientele, agrees that apart from looking different and good, his clients also 
want to project an image of modernity. So his designs are usually a mixture of 
traditional and contemporary styles, drawing attention to a woman's figure and her 
femininity while at the same time bringing out an image of independence. Another 
designer Leo Fan is known for designs that create a "East Meets West" image, 
creations with an international flavour. While drawing inspiration from glamorous 
outfits, and the fashion of the 30s and 40s’ he makes clothes with a modem feel by 
avoiding excessive ornamentation. "Simplicity, I think, is the norm of the day, when it 
comes to people's lifestyle or even food and everything else," he explains. 
Furthermore, Fan's designs illustrate the huge significance attached to distinctive 
images in today's post-modem societies, as pointed out by various commentators such 
as Barnard (1996) and Davis (1992). In giving them a touch of East and West, say by 
featuring bare back for a cheongsam or using a Chinese collar for an evening jacket, 
his primary concern is to ensure his designs have their own characteristics, so that 
people when they see them they will say: “Ah, this is a Leo Fan." Yet regardless of 
the distinctive image associated with his design, elements of modernity remain crucial 
to enhancing the appeal of his designs, as in the case of other designers. 
Like other informants, reporter Angel is drawn to the contemporary appeal of 
designer labels. When on holiday in Japan earlier, she looked for retail outlets of a 
diffusion line of Issey Miyake, Pleats Please. Her own sense of identity comes from 
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the designer clothes she puts on her body: “PP is for modern people, its clothes are 
easy to take care of because they can be rolled up and just put inside the wardrobe” 
Cultural Ideals of Masculinity and Femininity in the Contemporary Era 
“Not many people can look really fashionable. You have to have the body 
shape and fashion sense，” says Pat, giving her view on what she considers to be an 
ideal look. The rather plump-looking woman adds that highly fashionable-looking 
clothes will not suit her because of her body shape, since "fashion models are usually 
tall and slim". Her views imply a common perception about not just how fashion 
models should look but also the ideal image of femininity. Under the global influence 
of the fashion industry, the ideal female body shape is tall and lean. Fashion, says 
Wilson (1985)，is one of the best ways that capitalism uses to restore cultural 
inequality. Class and gender are constructed and signified in fashion. Differences in 
clothes represent differences in people, in terms of economic status or gender; the 
fashion system reinforces social barriers among people, making them appear as if they 
are natural. Fashion is also a common cultural product used in the pursuit of status. 
One example of constructed cultural inequality can be seen in the different levels of 
importance attached to appearance among men and women, as well as how they 
should look. While the women informants put much emphasis on keeping up with the 
latest trends and looking stylish, the males seem more concerned about upholding 
their professional image. In Hong Kong, as in many developed countries, shopping 
has been seen primarily as a woman's domain although more men now, as isin the 
cases of my male informants, equally enjoy shopping and trying on different clothes 
and images. And gender distinctions are embodied in designer clothes. 
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According to Holland and Eisenhart (1992), women in the US define 
attractiveness in terms of men's expectations. In Hong Kong too, women to a large 
extent still serve as an object of desire for men in a still male-dominated culture that 
places high value on the looks of women. The much more versatile styles, fabrics, and 
glittering frivolous details that serve as signs of luxury in women's clothing, in 
contrast to the far less conspicuous changes and more simple styling in men's clothing 
signify women's position as men's chattel in Veblen's terms. Even though more 
women are part of the labour force and economically independent nowadays, they 
tend to attach importance to looking feminine, exploiting what is described by two 
designers, Allen Chiu and Lulu Cheung, as their "womanly charm" , The two 
designers seek to accentuate such quality in their designs, and reflect in their 
collections their idealised versions of contemporary femininity. Which means they are 
sticking to an implicit thinking of women as objects of the male gaze. Says Mr Chiu: 
“I want my clients to look confident; women wearing my clothes need to be confident 
because my designs are usually quite revealing of one's figure, and they will attract 
people's attention on the street. I will ensure that the woman appears to have a good 
figure in my design, even in a loose-fitting outfit." As a male designer, he believes he 
can bring out the best in women because of the inhibition that he thinks is common 
among female designers. A well-known local designer, Lulu Cheung, also pays 
attention to creating a contemporary look imbued with female characteristics. She 
talks openly about her stereotypical views about femaleness and maleness - "girls 
should be elegant and mild-mannered, while the ideal man should be sporty". “My 
clothes have a soft look. Most women like to be seen as elegant and soft-mannered. 
Most boys want their girlfriends to be like that too." 
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Other female informants abide by the cultural standard of the ideal female 
body shape and take much pleasure in seeking to look their best through clothes and 
ornaments. Socialite Lily has long been accustomed to dressing in a way to show off 
her slim figure. She says: “ I don't wear clothes with no waistline because that makes 
me look fat. I know what I should wear and what I shouldn't. I know immediately 
from the look of them which designer dresses fit me." Pat agrees a woman looks 
better if her body looks fit. “You can also better represent yourself by various means 
like putting on a shawl, putting your hair back or wearing skirts," she adds. Adopting 
a gendered view, others make it plain that to dress beautifully is a "woman's 
monopoly". For example, socialite Lily and taxation consultant Mrs Yip both 
consider women's love of fashion as being part of their nature, just like their love for 
jewellery. “The non-career women who do not have to work may prefer to spend 
more on jewellery than fashion for its investment value. Those who work would 
probably make fashion a priority," says Mrs Yip. 
Women are so used to their subservient roles, as objects of desire by men, 
objects to be looked at (Barnard 1996) that they derive satisfaction from looking 
beautiful. With some formal dresses in her wardrobe that she will not wear except to 
cocktails or more formal functions, socialite Lucy does not consider it a waste buying 
expensive clothes with little practical value, saying: "It's enough to be beautiful even 
for a short time ” Another socialite, Susan, also a volunteer charity fund-raiser, has 
similar concerns. "Men will approach you if you are beautifully dressed. A woman 
looks better in beautiful clothes and so, it's easier for her to approach and 
communicate with men, who will also be more willing to donate money in her 
presence” Looking beautiful, she says, is important to her public image as a charity 
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worker. “Image is very important. You know many top decision-makers in the 
business sector are men and there is a natural attraction between men and women." 
The male informants exhibit a gender-based concept too, seeing dressing 
fashionably as primarily a woman's domain. They hold the view that women are more 
obsessed with appearance and matters related to the apparel than men who are 
supposed to have wider interests or preoccupied with professional businesses. Ben is 
one with clear, distinct ideas about the male and female domains. He says: "If a girl 
wants to cultivate friendships at work, she talks to her colleagues about fashion. Men 
talk about mobile phones and computers." While femininity is of grave concern to 
women, he thinks a key symbol of masculinity is man's muscular physique. And 
because he is not well-built with strong muscles, he says he relies on certain clothes to 
make himself look more masculine. Male models in Hong Kong, as in the West, 
generally look fit and strong, in line with the typical sign of masculinity. Like 
females, much emphasis is placed on the body shape but not so much on bodily 
proportions as for the female. 
Because of the sharp gender distinctions, androgynous styles are not accepted 
by Alan and Stephen, both of whom have strong preconceptions about what a man's 
look and a woman's look should be like. Alan disapproves of men being too fussy 
over their appearance, because that will make one appear "effeminate". Similarly, 
Stephen is concerned about having a man's look. He says: “If I pick up a piece of 
garment in a shop and am not sure whether it's for men or women, I'll put it down 
and leave it. Even if androgynous styles are in vogue, that won't affect my choice.’， 
Holding the view that men are more causal about their looks, university student 
Ah Lai adheres to the cultural norm of men being more career-oriented. He says he 
does not expect himself to have much time for shopping once he starts working in his 
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father's company after graduation next year. "I will be busy with work, how would I 
have time for shopping? I am not like the girls." He said he had never visited the 
Moschino flagship store in Landmark even though he goes to the plush mall quite 
regularly; this is out of his preference for labels with a more masculine image. “I 
know they sell menswear too, but I found it's usually women who wear Moschino 
clothes and carry their bags ” 
Factory owner Joseph downplays the importance of clothes to him in 
comparison to his wife. "Wives normally dress well, men dress basically to 
compliment their looks. People will laugh at them if there is a big gap or contrast in 
the way the man and the woman dress. When they go on holiday overseas, the 
husband should bring at least three suits to match his wife's if she is bringing say 
ten." Industry figure David Hong of the Swank Shop agrees there is a much faster 
pace of change in women's fashion compared to men's even though in the last 
decade, the number of male customers at his stores have been on the rise; revenues 
from menswear now almost match those from womenswear. • 
Women have shown greater fascination and concern for looking up-to-date 
than men. Both Mr Hong of the Swank Shop and Ms Mountricha from Joyce agree 
that women are usually in a bigger rush than men to snap up the latest offers in their 
shops for each season, and this has to do with their concern for not losing face with 
their circle of friends, especially for clients from the upper-middle or upper-class. 
Again, this shows the strong presence of social rivalry among wealthy women who 
seek to assert their social status through the clothes they wear, being embroiled in a 
constant battle to uphold their "high-class" image through designer clothes and 
jewellery. 
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This status game that occupies the attention of wealthy women in Hong Kong 
is voiced by socialite Susan, a shrewd shopper, who says: “I choose good labels but 
prefer styles that are not too outrageous. I prefer simple items with good quality. I 
don't want to compete with people like Fanny Ma, I know I can't win. But I should 
not look inferior to anyone with the jewellery I wear. Also, clothes go out of fashion 
easily, whereas jewellery has investment value and I can pass them on to my 
daughter.” The taxation consultant Mrs Yip is also conscious about the image she 
projects at public functions. She recalled her experiences at past social balls: "People 
do remember what you wore the last time, I heard wives who were gathered together 
talking about who had appeared in the same outfit as at the same ball the year before. 
You can wear the same thing a couple of years later, but not in the following year." 
No doubt a more equal gender relationship has emerged in the last two 
decades. Executive-style outfits in the form of dark-coloured jackets and pants, for 
example, are widely available to men and women. But that does not eliminate the 
existence of binary structures separating masculine from feminine fashion. Quoting 
Lip o vet sky, Finkelstein has a point in suggesting that while men and women both 
wear pants, the cut of the garments, the fabric, the colour is still highly differentiated 
to signal gender difference (1991). Sexuality is a key selling point in women's 
clothes; the corset, for example, a traditional symbol of constraint on women's 
mobility，has made a comeback in Prada's 1999 autumn-winter collection. 
But no doubt men have become as much part of the ever-increasing 
consumerism as women. Various kinds of marketing and advertising activities have 
been aimed at shaping their perceptions of the self and decisions they make as 
consumers. Such common rhetoric as this season's "must-have", "casual chic", 
"casual elegance", clearly appear in men's fashion magazines. 
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It can be said that while contemporary fashion continues to be a main source of 
identity formation for men and women, the tastes between the sexes continue to differ 
largely, as seen in the gap in the kinds of fabrics and materials used for the clothes. 
Their collaboration with the commodity culture serves to reproduce the gender 
hierarchy of relegating women to a subservient role of consumers more drawn to the 
superficial pleasure of adornment and conforming to popular trends, as opposed to 
men dressing up more for work. This is despite the fact that men have become as 
much part of the overwhelming trend of consumerism as women in this era of post-
modern capitalism. 
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Chapter VII Hong Kong: A Hierarchical Society 
As discussed in previous chapters, people drawn to the latest styles from 
internationally-known fashion labels are seeking to excel in their social world, to be 
perceived as distinguished individuals having taste or the financial capability needed 
for those purchases. What this implies is a cultural practice of judging people on the 
basis of such qualities as taste and wealth. This is a notable practice in Hong Kong, 
where despite the absence of a rigid class system, a social system putting people on 
different levels of a social hierarchy on the basis of their material conditions is very 
much eminent. The strong social boundaries based on personal wealth make social 
life in Hong Kong as competitive as in other major cities like New York or Tokyo, if 
not more so. 
Consumers of designer fashion in the Asian city are particularly image-
conscious. Being seen in good, expensive clothes is a means for gaining social 
approval or recognition for a person's standing (pretty much related to one's financial 
capability). Indeed, eight informants expressed concern that their clothes do not look 
cheap, or they feel some sense of “prestige” from a certain brand, gain admiration 
from passers-by or feel different from the nouveaux riches or the average employee in 
the way they look. 
One's manner of consuming is, after all, a cultural practice itself and a 
reflection of class difference. Consumption of designer clothes may matter to more 
people in Hong Kong than elsewhere because consumption per se is at the centre of 
many people's lives. It also needs to be pointed out that fashion is probably more 
important to the general public in Hong Kong than other developed, materialistic 
cities like London or Paris, because of the lack of a clear system of social 
classification along the lines of education, occupation or family background. Living in 
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a city of migrants and a former colony, Hong Kong people have never had a strong 
sense of their historic roots or affiliation to a particular class. Most immigrants from 
China who came en masse after the war made a living for themselves from scratch. 
The traditionally weak sense of social affiliation causes the later generations to be 
prone to proving their status through the conspicuous means of fashion. People's 
sense of insecurity about their social standing in a society with fluid class boundaries 
is also reflected in their emphasis on looking classy. 
One rich, well-educated career woman who went to school in Canada made a 
right observation when she told an interviewer for an article that appeared in the 
December, 1998 issue of the Hong Kong Tatler magazine, a monthly publication 
about people and events in high society: “In Hong Kong, if you wear a suit and you 
walk into a store, people will notice you. If the same person walks into the same store 
wearing a sweatshirt, he will be invisible." 
So while socialites opt for a refined look or frequent change of styles to show 
off their wealth, the professionals and others hoping to emphasise their own mode of 
refinement go for a look of so-called understated elegance, as what is commonly said 
of Armani clothes, a common favourite of the socially elite. Whatever their styles, the 
two groups of people are involved in trying to assert their differences from people in 
the classes below. To avoid giving an impression of mediocrity to the people she meet 
at work, reporter Angel chooses to wear sombre-looking clothes, sometimes suits 
when out on assignment, in contrast to some of her counterparts who show up in jeans 
and cheap shirts. She says she never wears clothes from such chain stores as U2 and 
G-2000 on the outside, but only underneath a jacket or sweater. “Even as people are 
following similar trends, I don't like to appear as if I am wearing a uniform same as 
others. If I bump into someone wearing the same clothes as me, I think we should not 
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stand next to each other," she says. "I'd rather spend more so as not to look the same 
as others ” 
Money and Taste 
In Hong Kong, labels that are famous on the international fashion scene stand 
for good taste. The notion of taste is socially divisive, which means good taste is 
pretty much the prerogative of the rich, people with ample time and money to get 
familiar with international fashion trends. And sharing the taste of the upper class is a 
sign of distinction for even someone with a humble background. Factory owner 
Joseph has better faith in the taste of people with a higher socio-economic status. In 
response to a question on whether he minds other people criticising his outfits, he 
answers in quite a defensive tone: “If it is someone who is of a similar level or status 
as you, someone with taste, for example a designer or someone you admire, then I'd 
mind. But if it's a nobody, just an ordinary folk, then I would not care less." One 
local designer, Henry Lau, who tailor-makes clothes for young professionals, points 
out: "People think you have to have money to have taste." 
This seems to be the case judging from views expressed by other informants. 
Underlying her belief that money and taste go together, socialite Lucy says she is 
prepared to spend even more money on clothes the more better off she is financially : 
“Say someone is making a little over $10,000 a month, the most she can spend is a 
little, what can she buy with it? Not even a suit from Chanel. It does not mean she has 
no taste, she could have higher taste but she has no money, so how can she express 
her taste?" The people whose taste she admires are the ones who can afford rare items 
purchased outside Hong Kong, like two good friends of hers. One, she says, “puts on 
items that are obviously very trendy" while the other "is much more low-profile but 
the styles she picks, like the Fendi bag she carries, are different from what every other 
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person has." She says: “I don't know where she gets hers, but she is a very selective 
shopper, whether it comes to the style or colour she picks ” The other woman whose 
taste she admires is the daughter of a tycoon whose pictures can be seen at times in 
gossipy magazines, and who appears to be a selective customer of designer fashion to 
her too even though she does not know her personally. "Her looks are average," she 
says, "but she has taste in clothes. She knows how to pick styles from a label that she 
can carry well. She mixes them well with other items too." 
Other informants too show better confidence in goods carrying heavy price 
tags. Business consultant Stephen has a habit of picking the higher-priced one from 
two good-looking pieces of clothing on display at the same shop. He explains: “I 
don't like to spend time thinking whether it's worth the price after all, or why the 
other one is cheaper and so forth. Because that's how the market works, if it has 
determined that product A should fetch a higher price, then so be it." As price itself is 
an important criterion for deciding what to buy in his case, he is prepared to buy suits 
that cost about the same as his favourite Kenzo suits and also do not look inferior than 
the Kenzo suits. Both designer label and price level, then, are the yardsticks for good 
taste for him, as for other image-conscious consumers. 
Fashion Feel, Fashion Sense and Fashionable Looks 
The way one dresses is one element of the hierarchical system in Hong Kong 
in that consumers of designer fashion take pride in their adeptness in creating what is 
known as "fashion feel", in line with prevailing trends created by leading labels. By 
identifying with the norms and rules of change of the fashion world, they think they 
are above the ordinary folks who have much less exposure to the fashion world and 
lack the skills for dressing smart. Socialite Lily emphasises her own "understanding" 
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of fashion: "You can only create a fashion feel if you are aware of the popular styles 
in the West in the 20s and 30s, because fashion often features retrograde styles. You 
can learn about them from books and films about that period. You need to have that 
kind of cultural knowledge." 
Knowledge about the fashion world is being regarded as a form of cultural 
capital. Peter the watch manufacturer stresses the importance of having good social 
knowledge about what clothes are right for what occasions. "The thing is it does not 
matter whether you've picked Prada or Gucci, the most important is you understand 
what fashion is, when to wear what, rather than just buying blindly. People should 
know what clothes or ties are good for what occasions." 
And divorcee Maria takes pride in her fashion-mindedness too, seeing it as a 
positive personal quality. She stresses: "Deep down, I like clothes.” Citing an 
example of what she had done with various clothing items - matching a twin-set (a 
sweater with a matching vest) from cheap chainstore G-2000 with a Prada skirt and a 
Miu Miu bag - she noted: "There are people who do not look good at all in a Chanel 
suit costing more than $30,000, because of，for example, the excessive accessories she 
wears or shoes that don't match with her clothes. Total look is important to me，that 
the various items on the body are well-coordinated. That's what makes one beautiful." 
Subtlety in dressing is another marker of one's cultural level. Factory owner 
Joseph, 48, points to the difference between the way he dresses and those who have 
just become a boss. He stresses he does not favour clothes with a big logo in front or 
dressing in outrageous styles to stand out from the crowd, unlike during his younger 
days in the 80s when he indulged in expensive clothes. “The first designer suit I 
bought cost about $10,000. I thought I should reward myself with material goods after 
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working so hard. And I enjoyed seeing the look of admiration from passers-by when I 
walked down a road in a few-thousand-dollar-worth cashmere outfit." 
Nowadays, due to his age and established status, he says, he adopts a more 
subtle approach to dressing. When asked about what he thinks of clothes that serve 
mainly a display function, for example by making a logo visible, he answers in a way 
that suggest he no longer relies on fashion labels as proof of his status. “ I don't need 
them anymore because people already know who I am," he says, adding: “When you 
get older, you don't want to tell people you're wearing high fashion. You prefer 
people to discover what you're wearing when you take off your jacket and expose the 
label inside while you hang it around your chair at social functions. You know, 
Versace jackets have recognisable print patterns in their lining." Identifying himself 
as someone of a higher status than the ordinary employees, he adopts a different 
approach to dressing as opposed to people of a lower class by avoiding an ostentatious 
display of label, giving away an impression instead that possession of distinctive signs 
have long been a part of his life. This way, he puts himself in a superior position over 
the ordinary lot. 
He has been buying less expensive clothes following the birth of his son and 
the Asian financial crisis which had affected his business (he said material goods now 
account for only 10 per cent of his happiness, compared to the 50 per cent before), but 
maintains his fashion sense has not dropped because he often goes to fashion shows 
and reads fashion magazines, thereby emphasising his high degree of familiarity with 
the cultural goods and trying to assert his social status by showing his deep 
knowledge about what makes good clothes. Speaking like a fashion expert, he heaped 
praise on Givenchy shirts, stressing that they are made with exquisite workmanship 
and sewn with many stitches. 
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The importance of well-made clothes to him is shown in his abhorrence of 
clothes that are mass-produced on the mainland with basic tailoring skills. "There is 
no space in my wardrobe for those clothes," he quipped at first, then added: ‘‘They are 
not for human beings to wear. They are just substandard goods." Evident of him and 
other informants is a deep attachment to designer clothes as well as great personal 
pride in their knowledge about them. They think such knowledge sets them apart from 
people who know little, in contrast to them. 
What is more, being able to create a fashion feel or fashionable look is socially 
admirable too as they set one apart from those with either no "talent" or simply the 
time and money for developing them. The possession of such skills fills the 
informants with pride as it provides further proof of their status as experts of fashion. 
Peter says matter-of-factly: "If you know fashion, you should enjoy mixing and 
matching items, instead of merely going for particular labels ” 
Hong Kong people may be more prone than people from other countries in the 
region to develop such skills, given the intense competition among people through 
clothes. Ms Mountricha of Joyce has noticed a larger group of “fashion-forward” 
(meaning being inclined towards looking very trendy), instead of merely "fashion-
conscious", buyers in Hong Kong. She says: "People in Hong Kong, many of whom 
armed with new money made over the past two decades of economic prosperity, 
unlike in the West and Japan where economic prosperity arrived earlier, are more 
inclined towards being "fashion-forward", that is buying the trendiest items." She 
adds there are more trendy outfits at the Giorgio Armani boutique in Hong Kong than 
the one in Milan. 
Highly confident about her ability to create versatile styles, socialite Lily is one 
"fashion-forward" individual, who sees her skills in dressing as a form of personal 
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distinction. She says; "I always like to try new things, I find people who always look 
the same very boring. Like my hairstyle, I change it every season. If you know how 
to pick and choose for yourself, why can't you bring out various looks?" Describing 
her skill in mixing and matching various fashion items as her "personal forte", she 
also looks upon her coming up with different styles from time to time as a “personal 
challenge". When asked if she considers herself a fashion elite, she replies: “I only 
consider myself one who despite my age can mix and match various items very well, 
and have good knowledge about clothes ” Her case illustrates how fashion has 
become a significant social tool of raising one's self-confidence in both the personal 
and social world. 
The concern for fashion feel is common among customers of designer Lulu 
Cheung, whose target clientele involves women aged between mid-20s and 40s. For 
her collections, sold at her own boutiques in various parts of Hong Kong, she uses 
fabrics that are also used by top overseas designers like Jil Sander so they have a 
modern feel and are in line with trends. Now in her 40s, she also helps herself stay 
young and up-to-date about trends and ideas by talking to her young staff and meeting 
new people. Calling her clients the "wise type career women" with taste, she says: 
"They are modern-looking, and want to show good fashion sense. Even those who are 
in their 40s are still working, stay up-to-date with trends, fashionably dressed and 
look very young." 
In this day and age, and probably in Hong Kong more than most other Asian 
countries, where more and more designer labels have become available and affordable 
for various people, additional ability, such as the mix-and-match skill, or the ability to 
create a fashion feel or personal style, is valued highly as it allows one to truly 
differentiate herself or himself from most other consumers. The key is not to look like 
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everyone else on the street - a constant rhetoric of the fashion industry being the 
creation of a personal style. As Ms Mountricha says enthusiastically: "Mixing and 
matching is imperative to creating your personal style. It gives you an individual 
style. You have to have individuality." The common view that dressing is an 
individual act no doubt elevates the value of mixing and matching. As socialite Lucy 
says: “Fashion is an individual act to those who know how to dress. One can show her 
character by the way she dresses. Those who are just copycats, those who are not at a 
high level will just follow trends instead of creating their own style." Indeed, mixing 
and matching is only a means for one to express limited individuality in a hierarchy. 
People like her are very much dominated by fashion trends and norms that set the 
standards for fashionability. 
The sensitivity to what makes a fashionable look carries value because it is 
seen as a personal forte. This is a view held by socialite Lucy, a frequent shopper at 
Landmark. Describing someone who dresses well as a selective buyer with a good 
idea of what suits her, she says: “Even a person with money doesn't necessarily know 
how to buy things. Some just walk into a shop and buy whatever styles are in vogue 
without knowing whether they suit them or not. For example, a short person should 
not wear a very long dress. That's why dressing well requires education; someone 
who has wide social exposure and reads much about fashion styles would do well." 
Being knowledgeable differentiates one from those with a poor grasp of trends 
and fashion-related information. Moreover, knowledge about fashion is so highly 
valued in the modem world that it is seen as related to self-improvement. Pat, an avid 
reader of English fashion magazines including Vogue, Elle and Harpar's Bazaar, says 
gleefully that her taste has improved through regular exposure to international trends: 
“It is not necessarily the case that you will look good because you are rich and can put 
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a tens-of-thousands-of-dollar worth of garment on your body. I pay consideration to 
fashion trends first before deciding what to mix and match with. Wearing trendy 
colours is very important and also you should not mix the wrong types of fabrics 
together." Reeling off names of her favourite designers with enthusiasm, she made the 
point that she is training her fashion sense through “trial and error" and by drawing 
ideas from magazines and TV fashion programmes. From these programmes, she 
obtains various ideas on colour combination, how to "mix and match" various items, 
and what to wear for the season. She continues: "You have to see more things to be 
able to say what is beautiful. I am not interested in computers, I would rather leam 
about cooking and beautiful things, how things should be matched together for them 
to look beautiful. This has become a part of my life. Now when I go shopping, I can 
rely on my own judgement and don't need to seek other people's opinions on what to 
buy. I was not like this before. This only came about after I began reading the 
magazines and watching the shows. It's a matter of cultivation." 
Consumers today are constantly being told by advertisers for the fashion 
industry to find or create a style that best suits them. They are made to think that 
having a style of their own would make them more attractive, and they will look 
inferior if they appear in clothes that are not "right" for them. Pointing to a large 
poster on the display window of the Gucci boutique in Landmark showing a tall, slim 
woman, clad in a tight black top and purple shimmering trademark flared pants, Ms 
Mountricha abides by such idea. She says: "You have to have a certain personality to 
carry that look, a soft-spoken, conservative person can't carry it." 
But what exactly does a personal style mean? First of all, it is very subjective 
what suits who. And the desire to come up with a personal style is mainly motivated 
by a desire to look better than others through mixing and matching various items, in 
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line with prevailing fashion trends. Just like a designer's job is to help his client look 
distinguished, people who try to "create their own style" are also seeking a tell-tale 
sign of their status，taste and above all, the satisfaction of basking in the admiration of 
people in their social world. 
Clearly, people are not asserting their taste solely through being clad in 
designer labels. Complicated skills and some aesthetic standards are utilised by 
consumers of designer fashion to enhance their looks. In a place where consumption 
of fashion takes centre place in the lives of many, familiarity with designer fashion 
and the related skills in dressing well mean a boost in one's status, surpassing that of 
the ordinary lot with much less experience or knowledge in matters about clothes. 
And usually the better-informed consumers come from the upper-class, those who can 
afford the time and money to explore the latest trends and develop their fashion sense 
through various means, such as frequenting fashion events. Designer fashion and the 
need for looking stylish, as emphasised by the fashion industry, reinforce the social 
distance between the rich and the much less affluent who can afford to pay far less 
attention to the clothes they wear. 
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Conclusion 
The cultural reasons behind why designer fashion is akin to a fetish 
commodity in Hong Kong are the subject of research for this thesis. The phenomenon 
of designer fashion deserves to be looked into because consumption itself, as several 
writers have pointed out, is an important development in the capitalist world that has 
major bearings on the unconscious desires of individuals, whether they are in the 
United States, Japan, Italy, Singapore, Hong Kong, or fast-changing, developing cities 
such as Beijing or Guangzhou. In particular, Bocock (1993:102-103), quoting Kellner 
(1992), suggested that "consumption built around the human body — its attractiveness 
to the self as much as to others; its sexual and erotic appeal; its use as a means of 
expressing a sense of identity - has become a process in which desire is embedded, in 
which major meanings are located." The consumption of designer fashion in Hong 
Kong serves as a good example of’ in an unconscious manner or not, how people seek 
to articulate their sense of identity through pricey foreign imports. In addition to that, 
it is hoped that the thesis has provided an understanding of the cultural meanings 
embedded in such clothes, which should also give one an idea of some of the 
prevalent social values in Hong Kong. 
The previous chapters have suggested that designer fashion from Europe, as 
part of the overwhelming trend of consumerism affecting men and women in Hong 
Kong, is above all a status symbol. It derives its exclusive status from the fact that it 
also symbolises various attributes: professionalism, prestige, social respectability, 
taste, a good living, modernity, personal success, and so-called individuality. All these 
are treasured qualities in Hong Kong, a relatively newly developed city with flexible 
class boundaries and where the pursuit of status is more likely to be sought through 
external clothes. Wealth, more than anything else, is widely perceived as a sign of 
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personal distinction. With their heavy price tags, authentic luxury clothing that are 
direct imports from the world's fashion capitals carry much weight. 
A basic argument of this thesis is that people are drawn to the various 
"appealing", social-differentiating images associated with designer fashion more so 
than the so-called latest styles and avant-garde designs per se that are produced and 
reproduced throughout the years. Informants who try their best to look up-to-date by 
going through fashion magazines and watching television fashion programmes 
regularly, or those who shop for attractive outfits in Milan or Paris, or opt for pricey 
European big-name labels instead of the less-known Japanese ones, are subject to an 
implicit cultural understanding that these labels are tell-tale signs of social status. 
The strong cultural link between good clothes and a good living in Hong Kong 
has its root in a class system. Most people in the former colony are migrants from 
China several decades ago and their descendents. There exists a coterie of upper class 
figures whose families were wealthy back in China, but most people in Hong Kong 
are from an ordinary background. Upward mobility is always a possibility in Hong 
Kong, and many have made fortunes or at least become comfortably well off. Yet in 
the absence of distinct class boundaries, there exists acute social rivalry in an 
increasingly affluent society with a growing middle class. 
Rather than a rigid class system，what exists in Hong Kong is a system of 
hierarchy imposing classifications among people. The luxury item of designer fashion 
is very much a part of this status game, with people trying to excel socially either 
through conspicuous consumption or establishing various forms of links with the 
world of high fashion. As Berger (1992) said, distinctions among garments imply 
distinctions among people. Creating a personal style or putting on the look of the 
season by wearing a pair of beaded Gucci jeans, or a jacket from Prada, is all but an 
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attempt to impress others with the person's knowledge in fashion and her own 
financial capability. In time, when more and more labels, including Japanese labels 
that have become increasingly popular among the young generation, have penetrated 
the market, it may stili be possible for the traditional, big-name brands to remain in a 
class of their own by maintaining their high price level. The exhibition of wealth has 
always been a social marker in highly capitalistic Hong Kong. 
The system of fashion in Hong Kong is in itself a system of distinction. People 
also seek to assert or elevate their social status by demonstrating knowledge of 
famous labels, trends, or the revered skill of mixing and matching fashion items 
(ideally involving labels). Being frequent guests at fashion events staged by famous 
labels gives one a sense of self-importance. Even people using some counterfeit 
designer label items are not derided because of the common cultural perception that 
famous products of the international fashion world, whether genuine or fake, signify 
progress. It is socially desirable, ego-flattering, to possess at least a few pieces of 
designer fashion items. Hence it is no wonder that some informants express 
admiration and excitement as they mention names of their favourite designers. Icons 
or visionaries to some, often the top designers are the ones whose aesthetic standards 
are admired and followed by the fashion-conscious lot. 
That does not mean that consumers of designer fashion are not agents 
themselves. Indeed, they do take pride in choosing from the vast variety of labels 
available in the market, and exercise judgment over what does and does not suit them 
in accordance with their age, profession, or what some call qizhi，similar to a person's 
social image. The well-experienced buyers seek to differentiate themselves from the 
nouveaux riches by avoiding labels they consider to be popular with people with a 
• . - - - •. • -
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dissimilar background. But all buyers look to overseas designers as a yardstick for 
taste, in deciding what they must have in each season. 
In an international, cosmopolitan city like Hong Kong, the quest for a modern 
identity seems all the more desirable, as any association with the modern world is 
seen as a token of high culture, advanced status. Designer labels from abroad which 
have the image of being products on a "global" level have greater appeal, as opposed 
to "local" creations by designers from Hong Kong. Having knowledge about trends 
created by the global fashion industry also appeals to informants who are keen on 
creating a social image of cultured, cosmopolitan individuals for themselves. The 
quest for social recognition is particularly strong in Asia, and the predominantly 
Chinese society of Hong Kong, where a collective culture prevails by which people 
base their identities and personal worth on social admiration or socially-recognised 
activities such as dressing well. 
That the luxury clothes have a major bearing on people's sense of identity is 
evident on other fronts. Those with professional jobs look upon labels as a sign of 
their respectable status, or trophy goods in reward for their good work. They are 
indispensable to many members of the upper-class. Among my informants, socialites 
or successful businessmen with apparently lots of cash at their disposal are followers 
of well-established, really top-end labels such as Hermes, Chanel, Armani and Gucci. 
There is in Hong Kong a strong degree of association between labels like these and 
people who wear them. They are considered "higher-level" goods catering exclusively 
for upper-class individuals. Of course they carry very heavy price tags but the point is, 
by making a distinction between them and other labels, people are also drawing a line 
between people who have them and those who do not. There are informants who 
expressed admiration for people who can spend at that level, that is to afford labels 
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like Chanel and Christian Dior. One said she would not buy them even if she had the 
money because she lacks the look for those luxury clothes. One may think why 
someone should restrain from putting on whatever clothes she likes? Indeed, is it not 
due to a cultural concept associating big-name labels with the very rich? 
Fashion is of social significance in the modern, capitalist world. In Hong 
Kong, designer fashion is taken particularly seriously by many, as it resembles a kind 
of "warrior's outfit” (a term used in newspaper articles in reference to outstanding 
designs useful for creating an outstanding look for a person) used by individuals to 
create a sense of status for themselves. Because of their high prices and image as an 
archetypal product of the modern times, designer clothes are a key symbol of class 
and personal distinction. Those who are well-used to them may have a higher social 
standing than the novice who exposes her unfamiliarity with the goods through the 
unskillful way she mixes various fashion items together, her lack of what some 
informants call a "total-look", or non-frequent changes of styles. The mere financial 
ability to afford pricey labels is not of much distinctive value. The world of designer 
fashion encompasses what is socially perceived in Hong Kong as sophisticated 
knowledge about how to dress well, where to buy what. It is, above all, part of a 
privileged lifestyle in which consumption takes centre place. It is also gaining 
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